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Abstract 

Energy efficiency in industry is became important issue in this century considering 

cost of energy, energy crisis in the world and environmental issue of using energy 

sources. To solve this problem energy management can be successful tools due to it 

positive impact on reduction of energy use and also reduction of energy use 

environmental impacts. 

The aim of this thesis is to present results of a successful energy managing practices in 

a Swedish iron foundry and explain the possibilities to implement energy efficiency 

measures in iron foundry. This in depth evaluation conducted in 2009-2010 in the ITT 

Water & Wastewater that is a pump manufacture and considers the most energy 

efficient foundry in Sweden. The company has received the Swedish Foundry 

Association’s energy prize in 2006 and is considered the most energy efficient foundry 

in Sweden. In order to reach the goals of project some visiting of factory is done to be 

familiar with the overall view of the factory and to detect the measures which have 

been done. Then all data have been gathered and after that analyzed.  

This in depth evaluation tries to indicate role of energy manager and having energy 

management practice in industry. Research in this field that contains both theoretical 

aspect and practical results is very rare. Also for approaching to more details result for 

in depth evaluation it is better to be involved with another aspects and actors in 

industry such as different workers, decision makers to have an in depth view about 

energy management practice, but because of time limitation in this work just energy 

manager and the energy efficiency implementations are considered to conclude results. 

Results point out well-organized, IT-based and knowledgeable energy management 

system in cooperation with energy efficiency measures implementation and 

professional energy manager in the company under study in different part make an 

increase in energy efficiency for electricity more than 27% and for district heating 

68%. Evaluations of factory energy management practices from 10 years ago till 2008 

is done and show  also role of the overcoming barriers in executing energy 

management strategies.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter explains industrial sectors energy use and their GHG emission, also a 

brief description about background of the company that project is based on its data is 

explained in this part. The main purpose of the thesis is on their basis are mentioned 

with research question of this work. 

1.1 Background  

Industry sector is consumer of about 80% of the world’s yearly coal use, 35.6% of the 

world’s natural gas use and 9.2% of global oil use. Also Industrial sector share in 

world electricity use is about 42.2% according to statistic data of IEA in 2007 (IEA, 

2009a). 

Industrial sector, fossil fuel use is declared harmful for environment due to GHG 

emissions in two ways; first and foremost is carbon dioxide emissions from the 

burning of fossil fuels for direct energy use and indirectly for electricity. The other 

portion which is smaller than the first portion of GHG is including CO2, methane, 

halocarbons and NOx arise from specific industrial production processes (Moomaw, 

1996). 

So, because of aforementioned reasons that industry is harm the environment by GHG 

emission, energy efficiency is thus one of the most effective tools of reducing this 

threat for environment (IPCC, 2007). Energy efficiency in industry could be promoted 

in various ways; energy management has shown to be a promising tool (Worrell, 

2009). Apart from reducing energy use and energy costs, energy management has 

large opportunities for reducing environmental impact.  

In order to present and clarify the role and importance of energy management, this 

research evaluates the energy data of ITT Flygt Company which is awarded the 2006 

Energy Prize by the Swedish Foundry Association. It was selected over 200 candidates 

and recognized for proactive work in the area of energy efficiency, including 
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development of energy strategies, targets, action plans, surveys, communications and 

measures (ITT Flygt, 2010). 

1.2 Aim  

The aim of this master thesis is to evaluate the extensive energy management practices 

undertaken by the Swedish pump manufacturers, ITT Water & Wastewater.  

The aim was split into three research question: 

-What is the role of energy management in successful implementation of energy 

efficiency measures? 

-What are the environmental and economical impacts of the implemented energy 

efficiency measures? 

- What are the important possibilities in foundry industry for saving energy? 

1.3 Assumptions 

The factory under case study is huge manufacturer of different types of the pumps. To 

evaluate energy management of the factory, recorded data of different sector and 

activities of company that achieved by company owned monitoring system have been 

assumed as correct data.  

Another assumption is about the average outside temperature which is assumed to be 

6° C. 

For all buildings average inside temperature is assumed to be 18° C. Temperature of 

the buildings differs depending on the operations in the buildings. For example in the 

offices the desired temperature for employee is 22° C, and for other parts of the 

factory like machinery part the inside temperature is less than 18° C.  

In order to calculate pay-back time of the investments, energy price has been assumed 

to be 0.6 SEK per kWh. The price of different types of energy can be changed. Also it 
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depends on the season. In low demand of energy the price of the energy for district 

heating is reduced, while in the high load season the price is increased. 

In this evaluation, other assumptions exist in calculation of heat recovery of heat 

exchangers including rotary exchangers, plate exchangers and special needle battery 

exchangers. The thermal efficiency of those components is considered 60% for plate 

exchanger, 75% for rotating heat exchanger and 50% for needle battery. 
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Chapter 2 Company description 

In this chapter some facts and data from company under study are mentioned to be 

more familiar with a company that the conclusion and results are based on its data and 

information. 

2.1 Company description 

ITT Flygt is part of ITT Water & Wastewater Corporation that has 45 000 employee 

worldwide and annual sales of almost SEK 50 billion. Initially in 1901 ITT Flygt was 

a small factory in Småland Emmaboda and it developed into ITT Water & 

Wastewater. The company is today the top manufacturer and supplier of submersible 

pumps and mixers. The products are used worldwide in water and sewage facilities, 

irrigation and drainage as well as in various industrial processes (ITT Flygt, 2009). 

ITT Flygt has yearly turnover of approximately 632 million USD and around 4100 co-

workers in its 130 countries branches. ITT Flygt in Emmaboda where this project 

studied has a large site with area of about 100,000 m2 and with around 1200 

employees. This plant is similar to a small city as Fig.1 shown with modern and 

healthy work environment. 

Company has five different workshops for different types of products as Fig.1d shown. 

Five different workshops are: 

PVB-drainage pumps, PVC-Small sewage pumps, PVS-medium-sized sewage pumps, 

PVT-large sewage pumps and propeller pumps, PVX-mixer workshop, plus the shaft 

for all products.  

In ITT Flygt plant in Emmaboda whole production flow from molten metal to finished 

product of different type of submersible pumps and mixers is handled. 

Company has done many activities in order to improve its quality of production, 

sustainability, being environmental friendly and in the area of energy saving. Due to 

its strategy for energy saving ITT Flygt Company is awarded the 2006 Energy Prize by 

the Swedish foundry association. It was selected over 200 candidates and recognized 
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for proactive work in the area of energy efficiency, including development of energy 

strategies, targets, action plans, surveys, communications and measures (ITT Flygt, 

2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 ITT Flygt Location in  

a) World, b) Sweden,c) Emmaboda, d) ITT plant schematic picture 

(ITT Flygt, 2010) 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

In this chapter a short description of activity and methods which flowed to finish the 

thesis is mentioned with basis of some scientific methodology considering aims and 

purposes of work. The first step in this work was visiting Company and gathering 

information, and then the second step was analyzing information and study references 

to find the answer of aforementioned questions about in depth evaluation. 

3.1 On site visits 

First step in this project was on site visiting the company where located in Emmaboda, 

Sweden in order to be familiar with the company activities and area of work, type of 

process and production. 3 times of visiting the company with discussion with energy 

manager have been done. Many questions and vague points are solved during these 

meetings.  

3.2 Gathering and analyzing information  

Evaluation of energy efficiency activities like energy management practices consists of 

two main phases: an information gathering phase and an analysis phase. Typical 

questions that should be consider and include in evaluation are (Väisänen, 2003):  

 What is the impact of energy saving activity in amount of energy use? 

 What is the actual energy saving? 

 How much is the month of money spent per KWh of energy saved? 

 What is the environmental impact of energy efficiency activities? 

 Which processes are with the maximum potential for increasing energy 

efficiency? 

Depending on issue and subject of study type of data that should be collected will be 

different in the company under study (Väisänen, 2003). Energy efficiency activities 

evaluation is a complicated task that related to a lot of reasonable and causalities 

(Vedung, 1998). Some researchers were agreed with this idea for example Larsen and 

Jensen (1999) stated that evaluation of energy audits has the possibility to be 
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optimistic according to free-rider effects and also it can give an incorrect positive 

results because of wrong attribute that given to the audit in a time that the real result 

can be in another way (Väisänen, 2003). 

Using company’s monitoring system and data or in case of need on site measurement 

are helpful in in-depth evaluation of energy activities (Väisänen, 2003).  

In this project in depth-evaluation was done by collecting data from on line monitoring 

system of factory and their data archive but there was not any on site measuring of 

systems because of company site is very large and all data that this evaluation needed 

could be found in monitoring system of company.  

3.3 References study  

After gathering data for evaluating, literatures and scientific articles have been studied. 

It has been done in order to get enough knowledge about each part and section of the 

project. Also to keep this work on the right track, continuous discussions with the 

supervisor at Linköping University have been held. 

3.4 Evaluation and calculation 

The method for evaluation that is used in this project is based on the methodology 

which is applied by Thollander et al., (2007). By this methodology the energy use in 

industry is divided into different processes that use energy. As process types are 

described before, they are divided in two parts, production processes and support 

processes. 

LPG was excluded in this evaluation because it is a very minor part of the company’s 

energy use. It was just used to keep warm the mould and the metal warm. 

In this evaluation, as it is described, there are assumptions in calculations of heat 

recovery for three different types of heat exchangers. Rotary exchangers, plate 

exchangers and special needle battery exchangers the thermal efficiency of them is 

60% for plate exchanger, 75% for rotating heat exchanger and 50% for needle battery 

respectively. 
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The other main assumption for calculation of CO2 emissions of the company under 

study and its emission reductions was considering 1kg carbon dioxide for 1 KWh of 

electricity use when electricity generation is coal condensing power. Another 

assumption is considering 0 kg of carbon dioxide emission for district heating. Since, 

the fuel for production of district heating is biomass which is considered as a non 

emission fuel (Trygg and Karlsson, 2005). 

3.4.1 Return on investment  

Return of investment is complicated and vague issue because it depends on many 

factors that cannot be totally considered (Coyle, K., 2006). There are different methods 

for calculation of return of investment such as pay-back time, net present value, cost 

benefit analysis, etc. 

Pay-back time that is calculated in this evaluation is a method for calculation returns 

for different types of investments such as energy efficiency measures investment. It is 

shown the period of time that is needed to return the investment cost. For example in 

ventilation system investment for equipped fans with variable speed drivers and 

sensors can be return by saving of heat and reduction of district heating cost and 

reduction in working hours of fans and consequently reduce cost of electricity use. 

Sooner the preliminary investment is returned is better. In all cases the pay-back 

period is calculated for measures which are used in energy recovery.  

The method that is used for calculation of pay-back time in this project starts by 

calculating total energy saved by the device including energy reduction by fans and 

energy reduction by reducing amount of air change. After determining total energy 

saved, it will be multiplied by the electricity price to determine total monetary value 

which has been saved by the device. We know price of the devices. Also total cost of 

installing the devices can be found from invoices. By dividing total saving by the total 

investment cost pay-back time will be calculated.  
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Chapter 4 Energy use and energy management 

In this chapter some statistics of energy use of industry sector is mentioned, also 

statistics of Swedish foundry in 2009 is brought here. The role of energy use, energy 

management, driving force and barrier for energy efficiency measures implementation 

is described here according to other researches and literatures. 

4.1 Energy use 

According to data of International Energy Agency world primary energy demand is 

expected to increase 1.5% per year between 2007 and 2030. Separately by source of 

energy world, electricity use is expected to growth at an annual rate of 2.5% to 2030 

and oil demand by rate of 1%. More than 80% of this growth is related to the OECD 

(Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries (IEA, 2009a). 

Industry sector is user of about 80% of the world’s yearly coal use, 35.6% of the 

world’s natural gas use, and 9.2% of global oil use. Also Industry sector consumes 

produced electricity in the world with rate about 42.2% according to statistic data of 

IEA in 2007 (IEA, 2009a). 

Increase in use of energy and fuels have consequence of rising CO2 emission with the 

predictable growth rate of 1.5% over the mentioned period. So the amount of 20.9 

gigatonnes (Gt) of CO2  in 1990 increased to 28.8 Gt in 2007 and projected to be 34.5 

Gt in 2020 and 40.2 Gt in 2030 (IEA, 2009a). 

Carbon dioxide emission due to human activity is the main driving force of global 

warming and atmospheric CO2 concentration (Alexiadis, 2007) and fuel combustion is 

account for most part of this anthropogenic emission of this green house gas CO2 

(Hammons, 2006). 

Fuel share of CO2 emissions is the following amount, coal 42.2%, natural gas 19.8%, 

oil 37.6% and 0.4% accounts for industrial waste and non-renewable municipal waste 

(IEA, 2009b). So just by considering industry fuel use and CO2 emission the role of 

industry in emission of GHG becomes clear. 
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The other catastrophic consequence of over usage of energy is depletion of fossil fuel 

resources because fossil fuel resources are finite and usage of them during this century 

is more than any other time (Zecca and Chiari, 2010).  

One of the most promising ways to reduce the emission and energy use is energy 

efficiency investment in different energy consumer sectors such as building industry 

and transport also in industry sector. The cost depends on the type of investments but, 

the reduction in fuel cost and the short pay-back time of these investments often 

compensate the additional capital cost of efficiency measure (IEA, 2009a). 

Economical issue with environmental issue impelled industry to have a more 

conservative attention to energy use. In industry sector, energy efficiency measure can 

be very profitable from both environmental and economical point of view. Energy cost 

is one of the considerable parts of the production bill in manufacturing industry and 

better controlling of energy use need to be analyzed where and how energy is used. 

Also the efficiency of the consumed energy is another important factor (Newton, 

1985). 

Energy intensive industries are producing aluminum products, chemicals and forest 

products. Also, foundry, petroleum refining and steel producer are considering energy 

intensive industries. As the foundry industry is an energy intensive industry, focusing 

on its energy use and ways to reduce and save the energy in this industry is 

considerable. It will be possible also, to clarify the ways with more efficacies to be 

used with other factories with similar products. 

4.2 Energy supply 

World total primary energy supplies are coal/peat, oil, natural gas, nuclear power, 

hydropower, combustible renewable & waste and others which is includes geothermal, 

solar, wind, heat, etc. Energy demands in different types are provided by these energy 

supplies, directly or indirectly. For example, electricity and district heating are two 

energy carriers for industries and they can be produced by abovementioned sources of 
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energy. According to data of IEA, 2009b for evaluation of world total energy supply is 

shown at Fig.2 Mtoe is the amount of a fuel equivalent to 1 metric tonne of oil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 The Swedish foundry industry 

As a brief introduction to Swedish foundry industry statistic data, it can be mentioned 

that Sweden has about 200 foundries that have approximately 7,000 employees. These 

industries in Sweden are producer of about 195,000 ton of casting in 2009 that this 

amount of production is represents about 2% of the aggregated European production 

(CAEF, 2006). Swedish foundry annual energy use is about 1,244 GWh, which can be 

divided to different source of energy as Fig. 3 shown. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 3 Swedish Foundry Industry’s annual energy use in 2009.

Fig. 2 World total primary energy supplies from 1971 to 2007 by fuel (Mtoe) 
(IEA, 2009b) 
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The products of Swedish foundries are different types of products with widw range of 

product type such as truck products and pump which is the production of the company 

under study.  

Within the Swedish foundry industry, electricity is the major energy carrier used, and 

is about 706 GWh/year of a total of 1,244 GWh that is annual energy used. This is 

special for Sweden and is due to a history where industry for many years had some of 

the lowest electricity prices in Europe. In Fig. 4, the relative electricity use for some 

European foundry industry’s are presented. The figure shows the low electricity price 

in Sweden and consequently its highest use in comparison with other country.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.1 Swedish industries emission  

Emissions from Industrial process sectors, total and per subsector for Sweden from 

1920 to 2008 are shown in Fig.5. According to statistics of Sweden's National 

Inventory Report 2010, industries that have most shares in emission are producers of 

iron, steel, from the cement and lime industries. Emission from the iron and steel 

Fig. 4  The foundry industry’s average use of electricity in relation to the total energy use [%] 

and electricity prices for 1-9 GWh and 9-50 GWh enterprises in some European countries. For 

the Netherlands, too few observations were made in order to state a figure for enterprises using 

9-50 GWh annually (based on Rohdin et al., 2007). 
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industry stands almost constant as Fig.5 shows during period of 1990-2008 (National 

Inventory Report, 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total emission splits into two forms of emissions. First are emissions of industrial 

processes that depend on the amount of production and other things. The second part is 

emission of fossil fuels that is combusted in industries. Fig.6 shows greenhouse gas 

emissions from industry in Sweden 1990-2008 (Naturvardsverket, 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Emissions from the Industrial processes sector, total and per subsector 
(National Inventory Report, 2010). 

 

Fig. 6 Greenhouse gas emissions from industry in Sweden 1990-2008 
(Naturvardsverket, 2010). 
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4.4 Energy management 

Energy management is considered a solution for environmental and financial problem 

of energy use .It is related to other management fields such as working environmental, 

health, safety and quality (HSE) and production management. Energy management is a 

tool to support decision making. The decision should propose an energy policy and 

energy saving goals. That may contribute in implementation of novel idea and 

technology. 

To make a decision by help of energy management and to implement and 

accomplishment of the decision there is some requirement which at least one of them 

should be followed like: steadily make energy-efficient purchases following a 

specified procedure, make clear and organize all task which are related to energy 

saving, give a responsibility to employee for a energy saving task and motivate he or 

she by giving information and education .So a good energy management is not just  

technical knowledge but also it requires engineering  and management knowledge 

together to maximize profit and efficiency of process with is caused to improvement in 

organizations (Christoffersen, Larsen and Togeby, 2006 and Kannan and Boie, 2003). 

Financial focus of energy management is on profitability and improvement of 

productivity while environmental attention of energy management is on the profit that 

society can get from it by reducing the pollution emission and waste or other actions.  

In order to gain all the desired goals of energy management, it becomes a dynamic 

process that implement novel idea and technology, so energy management play 

important role in industry (Kannan and Boie, 2003). 

4.4.1 Energy manager  

Energy manager is a person who is responsible for make decision of energy saving 

action and implementing them by organizing all requirements to accomplish this 

action properly. So establish relationships with different persons are an important task 

for an energy manager. Without having support of top managerial and acceptance of 

colleagues, supervisor and finally workers success in energy saving decision will face 
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with conflict and barriers. So the ability of the energy manager to convince different 

people in the factory to pursue energy uses and promote them to change behaviors in 

ways to affect on energy use plays important role in the success of a manager. 

From another view, factory managers and the main decision makers need to have 

energy manager in the factory to focus on energy cost and different legislations which 

are related to energy and environmental sectors. New environmental legislation, 

energy tax incentives; governmental incentives, energy prices and new technology are 

other factors that have positive or negative influence on an energy manager work 

(Bowonder, B., 1984). 

4.5 Principle means on reducing industrial energy cost 

There are four principle means of reducing industrial energy costs, energy efficient 

technologies, load management, change energy carriers and finally energy efficient 

behavior. All these principles are tried to explain and clarify during this evaluation of 

energy management practice. 

4.5.1 Energy efficient technologies 

Increasing in energy use of industrial sectors causes increasing emission of GHG. So, 

it needs to find a way to control and reduce energy use. One solution is research and 

improvement different types of technologies that are applied in industries. However, 

implementing energy efficient technologies has its own overcoming barriers such as 

technical problem and economic issue. 

4.5.2 Load management 

In industrial energy management, load management concept is related to electricity 

usage regarding power demand and the peak of the power which is demanded. The 

concept is reducing time of peak load or reducing the amount of the peak to decrease 

energy costs. It can be happened with different strategies of the load management like 

distributing high power demand activities during whole the working hours which is 

named as a load shifting the use of energy intensive equipments. Also rescheduling 
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process, restarting cycles, improving the production equipments to energy efficient 

equipments, storing energy and automation are other strategies which can be used to 

manage the load of the electricity power. 

 Nowadays an important issue which gives more value to the load management is 

flexible contracts of the electricity. Price of the electricity changes during the hours of 

the day and in most cases divided by two periods, working hours and non working 

hours. The power demand in most electricity contracts has impact in the energy price. 

With increasing the demand, total energy price will be multiplied by bigger number. It 

is because of the marginal pricing which the electricity producer considers to 

compensate marginal costs. With load management it is possible to control the highest 

power in the factory (Ashok,S. and Banerjee,R.,2000). 

4.5.3 Change energy carriers 

The other principle of reducing industrial energy cost is changing energy carriers into 

cheaper one. By considering characteristics of an industry process and its energy 

demand, it is possible to change energy carrier. For example in industries that have 

low temperature processes it is possible to use district heating, instead of using oil, 

electricity or other energy carrier. Using district heating provides energy with cheaper 

source and more environmental friendly one because it’s low emission if biomass is 

use as a fuel for district heating. 

Also it is possible to change energy carrier in industries for support processes, if in 

production processes there are not ability to change. 

4.5.4 Efficient behavior 

Efficient behavior principle has great effect in reducing energy use and consequently 

energy cost in industrial sector although research in this field is very rare. Since in 

almost all industries, human behavior has important role in the amount of energy use. 

About half of the total energy use of industry belongs to foundry section for melting of 

raw material and one worker is a operator of furnace. So, it is clear if he or she is 
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conservative and take care of furnace the amount energy waste in this sector will be 

decreased. Many other behavioral actions exist that if they change to efficient 

behaviors, total energy use of industry can be decreased. 

4.6 Drivers and barrier for energy efficiency  

According to the result of one study in 2007 about the Swedish foundry industry, it is 

shown that the largest barrier to energy efficiency is limited access to capital and after 

this barrier technical risk, lack of financial support, cost for increase knowledge and 

information and lack of budget for investment on equipments, others are mentioned in 

Fig. 7 (Rohdin et al., 2007). 

In a case of market boom the factory cannot stop production to accomplish energy 

efficiency measures and in an economical recession there is not enough capital to 

implement the desired energy efficient measures. 

On the other hand this research in Swedish foundry industry showed that the most 

powerful drivers for energy-efficiency are people with ambitions and long term 

strategies for achieving these goals (Rohdin et al., 2007). 

The prioritized barriers and drivers for energy efficiency are summarized in Fig.7 

according to the research in the Swedish foundry industry.  

Also short pay-back period of preliminary investment and a low degree of risk for 

investment in energy savings are most encouraging factors and driving forces for 

investing. Researches shown that having a well organized energy saving program, 

more information and more knowledge about energy saving are the other factors that 

can cause better performance for companies (Sandberg and Söderström, 2003). 
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Fig. 7 Barriers to and drivers for energy efficiency in the Swedish foundry industry 
(Rohdin et al., 2007).
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Chapter 5 Industrial production processes  

In this chapter industrial unit processes and foundry industry production processes will 

be explained for better understanding of possibilities of energy saving in foundry in 

different processes. 

5.1 Industrial Unit Processes 

Industrial unit processes are the processes that systematically are related to each other 

for producing or manufacturing a product. The aim of process planning in a production 

environment is to select and define the processes involved in converting raw material 

into a product with specific characteristics. The aims, information and decisions taken 

in process planning and production planning and control are usually very different and 

it is very difficult to integrate them in a same category (Ciurana et al., 2008). 

Normally unit processes are divided into two types of the processes, production 

processes and support processes. Production process is the process that contributes 

directly in production of the product. Support process is the process which helps to 

provide production processes demands and staff demands.  

All processes in the industry include support and production processes consume 

energy. Main support processes are lighting, district heating, cooling, compressed air, 

ventilation and hot tap water. Production processes can vary depending on the 

industry. Some common production processes are cutting, welding, moulding, melting, 

grinding, painting and drying. 

5.2 Production processes in foundry 

The most important production processes in foundry industry are melting, sand 

preparation, moulding preparation, pouring, shaking out and cleaning. The flow chart 

of foundry main processes is shown as Fig.8. 
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Common shape of the raw material in iron casting is ingot iron (A bar of iron that 

contains small quantities of other elements) and scrap which is molten and is poured in 

the mould to shape the product.  

5.2.1 Sand Preparation  

In order to prepare proper moulds to produce the product in the casting, the first main 

step is sand moulding that is combining clay, sand, water and compressing the 

composition with a roller to ensure about sand properties and distribution of ingredients. Sand 

is the dominant material which is used in die casting to produce mould. It is needed to 

mix sand with other material which is named binder to empower property of the 

binding. Type of the sands in the casting is not critical and the size of the sand is not 

either critical to produce moulds (Bergna et al., 2006). But relations of the containers 

of the mould material are important to produce same product with similar quality. 

Normally 88% of the moulding sand is silica, 9% is clay and 3% is water. It is 

applicable to reuse the sand in the processes, although it must be conditioned to be 

ready for reusing (Bergna et al., 2006). 

Sand 
preparation 

Melting 

Casting 
Patterns 

Mould and Core 
preparation 

Shaking out Pouring and 
Casting 

Cleaning 

Fig. 8 Foundry’s main process flow chart.
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5.2.2 Mould Preparation 

The pattern is used to produce sand moulds. A pattern can be made from metal, wood 

or plastic. One must design the mould in a way that the patterns can be removed after 

constructing the mould without any damage. 

There is gating system in all moulds to feed molten metal to the moulds cavity. It 

consists of channels and reservoirs. In Fig. 9 gating system are clearly shown. 

Depending on the shape of the product, it is possible that one need to use a core. Core 

is used to produce internal cavity in the mould. In most cases it is desired to use one 

big core in the mould instead of the number of small cores, when the mould is ready 

and complete to use the mould cavity is filled with molten metal and allowed to be 

solidified (Boothroyd,G., et al., 2001). 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.3 Melting 

There are various types of the furnaces which can be used to melt the raw material in 

iron foundries. The three most common furnaces used in the iron foundry industry are 

cupolas, electric arc, and electric induction furnaces. According to the different type of 

raw material for melting and application, furnace type will be changed in different 

foundry. However, nowadays there are furnaces with different names that are used in 

the foundries to produces specific product faster and with more efficiency than 

common furnaces.  

Fig. 9 Gating system 

(Boothroyd,G., et al., 2001) 
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5.2.3.1 Cupola furnace 

Cupola furnaces are type of furnace in iron foundry industries and consist of vertical 

cylindrical steel shell with either a refractory lined to protect inner side of furnace or 

water cooled inner wall. This type of furnace is charged from top, and use coke as a 

fuel for melting metals. The combustion air is introduced into the cupola through tubes 

located at the base as the Fig.10 (EPA, 1991). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.3.2Electric induction furnace 

Electric induction furnaces are cylindrical or cup shaped refractory lined vessels that 

are surrounded by electrical coils. The source of heat in this type of furnace for 

melting metal charge is a fluctuating electromagnetic field that produced by high 

frequency altering current as the Fig.11 shown its schematic picture. In order to 

prevent explosion in the furnace during melting process the metal charge should be 

cleaned from any grease or oil and preheated (EPA, 1991). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Cupola furnace  
(Melting of Metals, 1991) 

Fig. 11 Electric induction furnace 
(Melting of Metals, 1991) 
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One type of electric induction furnace which is used in foundry under study is new 

twin power melting furnace. This type of furnace by using one source of power and 

distribute it in to two different induction furnaces as Fig. 12 shows is a new method in 

melting metal.  

This technology brings some advantages such as simultaneous operation of both 

furnaces with half capacity and holding molten in one while melting metal in the other. 

Also it can prevent overheating of molten metal and eliminate time waste. The system 

has the ability to work with one furnace in a case of leakage for one furnace and be 

programmed easily (Twin-power, 2009).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Molten metal for feeding moulds and producing casting products should be poured in 

to moulds and let time to be solidified. Quality of the product can be changed by the 

pouring method and its quality, so this process is very important in the casting. In most 

cases moulds are transported to feed molten metal and normally feeding is happened 

automatically (Boothroyd,G., et al., 2001).  

5.2.4 Shaking Out 

After cooling the casting it is time to shake out the mould and clean the sands from the 

casting. Shaking out should have the following characteristics (Boothroyd,G., et al., 

2001): 

Fig. 12 TWIN-POWER melting furnace circuit  
(Twin-power, 2009) 
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I. Separate the sand, casting, and flask  

II. Remove as much adhering sand from the casting as possible 

III. Clean the flask of all adhering sand 

IV. Break up large mould lumps  

5.2.5 Cleaning  

The aim of this process is to prepare casting product for final user such as removal of 

all adhering sand and core residues, separation of feeder heads and runners, and final 

dressing to eliminate flash and excess metal. According to the type of product and 

their application different type of cleaning process are exist such as: rough cleaning by 

bars or pneumatic tools, blast cleaning for surface treatment with erosive jets of 

abrasive particles ( Beeley, P.,2001). The other finishing production process of 

foundry industry such as painting and packaging depend on type of the products and 

costumer demand. 
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Chapter 6 Industrial support processes 

In this chapter support processes which help to provide production processes demands 

and staff demands are lighting, compressed air, ventilation, space heating and 

providing hot tap-water are explained. These processes are the main energy users in 

many industries that energy saving in these processes can be considerable.  

6.1 Lighting 

Lighting is a unit process which exists in all industries, is one of the electricity 

consumer components in industry to provide artificial light for working environment 

and other services. Lighting in industrial countries accounts for 5-15 % of total 

electricity usage. Proper lighting condition in industry can more over prevent 

accidents, reduces stress and increase productivity (The lighting hand book, 2004). 

Implementing energy efficient lighting is possible appropriate illumination levels and 

design of system in working conditions. Also implementing more efficient type of 

lamps which exist in the market is other energy efficient action. The common types of 

lamps with different characteristics are exist in market such as T8, conventional, T5, 

HF-operation, Mercury, High-pressure sodium and Ceramic metal halogen. Moreover, 

related electrical devices for control of lighting system like occupancy sensors and 

efficient use of natural lighting are other measures in order to reduce energy use and 

make efficient lighting energy use with the same quality of lighting (Wijayatunga et 

al., 2003 and the lighting hand book, 2004). 

6.1.1 Different type of lamps 

 T8 and T12 belong to the category of lamps, efficient fluorescent lamps with diameter 

of 25mm and38 mm and in the range of 16 to 32 W for T8 and 20 to 110 for 

T12.These new types of lamps have 20% higher performance in Lum/W in 

comparison with the conventional type. Although the price of efficient lamps, T12 and 

T8 are higher than conventional type but considering the higher performance of 

lighting and also their longer life-time, 12,000 hr against 8,000, make the investment 

in these types more cost effective than conventional types (Moreira, 1996). 
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T5, HF-operation is other type of lamp that application area of T5 lamps is wide; it can 

be used in industries, offices, schools, commercial and sport halls. This type of lamp is 

high efficient and cost effective with a less environmental impact due to low amount 

of Mercury content (StarcoatTM T5, 2010). 

Mercury vapor lamps are regular for industrial illumination and street-lighting in the 

range of 125 and 400W and expected life-time of 15,000 hours (Moreira, 1996). 

Energy policy act banned use of mercury vapor lamps in 2005 in the USA and come 

into force in 2008 (The OSRAM Magazine, 2009). 

As mentioned above High pressure sodium vapor lamps are type of lamps that are 

mostly used for street-lighting and industrial illumination. In comparison with the 

Mercury vapor lamps, they are more energy efficient (Moreira, 1996).  

One of the other categories of lamps for lighting that introduced to market in 1994 is 

Ceramic metal halogen lamps. Transparent ceramic materials are used to produce this 

type of lighting product (Yuzhu et al., 2007). 

6.1.2 Lighting Control system 

Many different lighting control systems exist and have been developed in order to 

reduce energy usage of lighting and provide better lighting comfort in working 

environment (Ryckaert et al., 2010). 

Lighting processes has the capacity of saving energy usage by 20% with installation of 

an occupancy sensor and a daylight dimming control system up to 26% in comparison 

with manual switching (Roisin et al., 2008). 

6.1.2.1 Occupancy sensor control system 

Occupancy sensor control systems are more common and usual with the high ability in 

energy saving sector. Occupancy sensors by switching off different electric load when 

a place is not occupied and is empty can save energy usage at least 20% .Also this type 

of lighting control system by switching off the lamps enable longer life time of lamps 
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and consequently the cost of replacement of lamps will be decreased (Vishal Garg,V., 

Bansal, N.K., 2000). 

6.1.2.2 Daylight dimming control system 

Daylight dimming control system can automatically control lighting system by 

considering natural light of the day and sky. This lighting control system in spite of its 

high efficiency has some problems in implementation. Due to changing the sky light 

condition because of cloud or other reasons, the electric light output will have 

fluctuation and it will conduct to undesired working condition. The problem makes 

limited application of daylight dimming control system (Kim,S.,Y., Kim,J.,J., 2007). 

6.2 Compressed air 

Compressed air is one of the support processes which are used in the factory of the 

study by two compressors. Method of working for the compressor depends on the 

design. But, two most applicable types of compressors are centrifugal compressor and 

reciprocating compressor. From another view, there are two main types of compressed 

airs, oil free and lubricated system. Depending on the purification of air, the system for 

compressed air is selected. In some industries like bakery, it is not allowed oil be 

inserted in the air pipeline but in some other industries it is not critical issue if the 

compressed air is oily. 

To produce high pressure air, usually cylinders press the air to make them denser and 

then send them to the big storage tank to be used afterwards. There is pipe connection 

between the storage and the application place. Also, there are different types of valves 

in different places of the pipe network.  

As shown in the Fig.13 most of the life cycle cost of a compressor belongs to the 

energy which is consumed by it. It shows high possibility of saving in compressed air 

in term of energy saving. 
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Evaluations show that about 10% to 20% of the total input energy is used for useful 

work and the most of the waste energy which exists in the process is in the form of 

excess heat (Saidur et al., 2010).  

There is possibility to recover the excess heat and reuse for heating or cooling in 

another places. Saidure et al. reviewed many articles about compressed air related to 

energy issues and they evaluated different cases of compressed air. Energy which is 

used by compressed air is huge amount as it is clear in Fig. 14. It is shown that energy 

which is used by compressed air in different European countries.  

From the figure it is pointed out that amount of compressed air shows the amount of 

energy used in the industry, regardless of the type of industry.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 The life cycle cost of a compressor 

(Saidur et al., 2010) 

Fig. 14 Compressed air energy use in European countries 

(Saidur et al., 2010). 
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6.2.1 Leak seek  

Almost in every type of the compressed air system we can find leakages. Leaks are big 

source of the waste energy and can be the reason of as much as 30% of energy used. It 

may cause other problems in the system like fluctuation of the systems pressure, 

excess air capacity that results extra cost, decreased service life, etc (Energy Tips, 

2010).  

Leaks can exist in every part of the system like couplings, hoses, tubes, fittings, pipe 

joints, quick disconnects etc. Amount of the leakage depends on the system pressure 

and also the diameter orifice (Opening for passing the flow). The best way to find 

leaks in the system is to use an ultra sonic acoustic detector which can recognize the 

sounds which are caused by the air leaks. They are easy to use and they are portable 

(Energy Tips, 2010). As an energy manager, it is important to know the main problem 

of compressed air, also, the way that the problem of leakage could be solved. 

Leak seek is important since it can reduce energy use of the compressed air system 

more than other types of energy savings. As it is shown in Fig. 15, the most efficient 

energy saving measure for compressed air is leakage removal and the second energy 

saving measures is optimization of the overall processes which one of the main 

methods is using VSD derives (Saidur et al., 2010).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 15  Different options of energy savings for compressed air 
(Saidur et al., 2010). 
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6.2.2 Pressure drop 

Pressure drop in the compressed air is important issue. It is caused by valves, leakages, 

friction between air and inside of the pipes, etc. The highest pressure demand is 

normally for one or two operations in the system which determines the total pressure 

demand of the system. Then the pressure drop must be added to the maximum pressure 

which is needed. Pressure drops can be produced by technical problems like pipe sizes, 

types of pipes, type of the valves and number of valves and also it is clear that pressure 

drop of the system depends on the pressure itself.  

To avoid pressure drop in the system it is better to have compressor at the closest 

distance to the application. Large pipe size, short length, smooth inside and long radius 

of elbow can reduce amount of pressure drop (Piping Systems, 2010).  

Pipe materials for compressed air are copper, aluminium, stainless steel and carbon 

steel. Type of material depends on the pipe diameter. For less than 30 millimetre size, 

the best materials are copper, aluminium and stainless steel. For more than this size 

usually material is carbon steel or stainless steel. For selection of the pipe size 

(diameter), it is better to be oversized to reduce pressure drop in the system (Piping 

Systems, 2010).  

6.2.3 VSD-compressors 

Variable - speed derive (VSD) is a system that is used for regulating rotational speed 

of the electric motors by changing frequency of the electricity input.  

It is used to change power used in the system according to the demand. It can be used 

for air compressors to balance production of compressed air with demand. As it is 

shown in Fig.15, the third way to reduce energy use of the compressed air is to 

optimise driver system by use of VSD to regulate the demand. It can save 10% of the 

energy use by using VSD in the system (Saidur et al., 2010).  
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6.3 Ventilation 

Ventilation is a natural process that causes air movements in an enclosure. Ventilation 

necessity comes from thermal comfort, pollution removing and indoor air quality. 

Almost, 20-40% of the energy use in a building belongs to the ventilation (Omer, 

2008). 

Ventilation can be happened naturally because of the pressure difference. Much 

research has been conducted to find effective method of natural ventilation to be used 

in daily life of humans. But other type of the ventilation which is used widely in the 

world is mechanical ventilation. We need to control the ventilation amount in all 

situations and the best case is mechanical ventilation. The aim of the ventilation is to 

protect or improve quality of the air in indoor spaces. Importance of air quality and 

characteristics of it will be discussed further. Usually ventilation parts include fans, 

canals and accessories. It is desirable to use natural ventilation, because it does not 

need energy to operate effectively. But, natural ventilation effectiveness depends on 

the airflow which itself depends on some characteristics (Godish, 2001): 

1- Pressure difference of building under closure condition 

2- Pressure driven flows when all openings are open 

3- Continual movement of the air through the openings  

Mechanical ventilation is mostly used recent years in the buildings in developed 

countries to keep the indoor environment in desired situation. Mechanical devices like 

fans are used to provide desired indoor air quality. To achieve this target, two main 

principles can be used depending on the application. The first is general dilution and 

the second is exhaust ventilation (Godish , 2001). 

Obviously, temperature of the indoor air is one of the keys to have high quality indoor 

environment. So for this reason ventilation systems must have possibility to heat or 

cool incoming air in order to achieve high quality indoor environment. In addition it is 

usual to use some types of filters to improve the incoming air quality. Fig. 16 shows 
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one schematic sketch of ventilation system with possibilities to cool or heat the air 

which is going into the space. Ventilation with heating and cooling is named HVAC 

(Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.3.1 Thermal comfort 

Fresh air in the building is an essential requirement for people but also indoor 

temperature needed to be regulated according to human needs. Improper thermal 

condition in the building can influence on health of the occupants similar to other 

conditions such as acoustic situation, amount of fresh air and lighting intensity. So it 

shows the importance of the thermal comfort for human health and human activities. 

The main definition which is given for thermal comfort is that state of mind which 

expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment (Hutchean and Handegord, 1989). 

The human body is a heat- generating object. It is the name that Oxford reference book 

gives to the body. It means that all the time the body produces heat even during the 

time which it is in rest time. Temperature of the body is regulated by some part in the 

brain and in the cold or hot weather the brain starts to try balance body temperature 

Fig. 16 Schematic sketch of heating, ventilating and air-conditioning system  

(Building air quality manual, 1991) 
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and in parallel it announces sensation of discomfort. It seems that sensing of coldness 

is severe than hotness for human body. 

According to American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning 

(ASHRAE) environmental parameters that constitute feeling of thermal comfort are, 

temperature (air, radiant, surface), humidity, air velocity and personal parameters like 

clothing and level of the activities (ASHRAE, 2004). On the other hand, importance of 

the total energy use in ventilation is conducted to some efforts for finding optimal 

thermal comfort and humidity for the buildings which they will be temperature and 

relative humidity. It is clear that they depend on the building location and climate of 

the buildings area, but increasing indoor temperature will increase total energy use. 

Also it was confirmed that humans are more sensitive to temperature than the indoor 

humidity. Moreover, evaluations have shown that energy use of ventilation decreases 

when relative humidity of the building increases or temperature decreases (Wan et al., 

2009). 

One of the environmental parameters which influences on feeling of human is air 

velocity. High velocity of air can cause feeling draft in cold weather, but, it can 

increase feeling comfort in warm environment. Entrance air inlet and type of the 

ventilation, mixing or displacement ventilation, can influence on the amount of feeling 

of draft.  

People, depending on the outside temperature and their own physiology decide to wear 

clothes with which covering ability at indoor times. Some research has shown that in 

the case of natural ventilation people adopt themselves and reduce the number of 

clothes or increase depending on the indoor temperature. But in the spaces with HVAC 

system people are used to wear clothes with constant level of clo unit (one clo is equal 

to the standard amount of insulation required to keep a resting person warm in a 

windless room at 21.1 °C). Dear concluded that using HVAC results to use narrower 

range of clothing and using natural ventilation causes to have wide range of clothing 

from 0.4 to 1.4 (Dear, 1999). 
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6.3.2 Air Quality 

Almost all of the people in the world pass most of their time in the buildings and in 

indoor climate. So quality of the air in the building is of high importance. Indoor air 

quality can be detected according to amount of Carbon Dioxide in the air or other 

aerosols.  

Air quality in almost all cases has been checked and balanced in the systems according 

to the demand which is needed for the area. Name of this system is demand controlled 

ventilation. Natural ventilation aims to use air own ability in order to balance indoor 

air quality and keep it high as much as possible. 

The sensors can be used to evaluate the air quality. One type of the sensors is the one 

which measures particles inside the air. Another type is to sense the number of 

occupants and according to previous results the demand is determined. One type of 

sensors, which is widely used, measures carbon dioxide in the air of the building and 

determines the amount of fresh air needed. Many studies have been conducted up until 

now to have comprehensive reference for using in all situations instead of using 

sensors.  

There are different types of air distribution which have been used according to the 

building applications. The most famous systems are mixing ventilation system and 

displacement system. They can influence on indoor air quality if they were not applied 

in the proper situation.  

Air quality is influenced by different types of particles in the air. Particles are fine 

particles (FPs ≤ 2.5 μm) and ultra-fine particles (UFPs ≤ 0.1 μm). In different articles 

various methods for controlling the particles, including source removal, dilution, 

ventilation and air filtration is discussed. But, the optimal way seems to be source 

removal, which does not let the particles to come in the building (Tranter, 2008). Thus 

it is efficient to use filters in the ventilation inlet to catch the particulates. Different 

types of the filters exist to be used in the ventilation systems like mechanical filters, 

electrostatic filters for solid particles and Gas-phase air filters for gasses.  
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Other way of increasing indoor air quality is to use air cleaners inside of the buildings. 

There are different types of air cleaners including ionizers, electrostatic cleaners and 

high efficiency particle arresting filters (HEPA). With comparing different type of the 

air cleaners, it can be concluded the best one is HEPA which can remove the particles 

from the air efficiently without any health side effects. In other types like ionizers, 

some other by-products are produced which can cause inverse effect on human (Guide 

to Air Cleaners in the Home, 2009). 

6.3.3 Mechanical Ventilation 

Mechanical ventilation is system which uses energy to ventilate indoor environment. It 

normally consists of fans, heaters and coolers. In recent decades some other equipment 

like Variable Speed Drive Fans and heat exchangers added to the mechanical 

ventilation to reduce the amount of energy use.  

6.3.4 Natural Ventilation 

Natural ventilation is a method to replace inside air with outside air and increase 

indoor air quality without using external force. Natural ventilation deals with natural 

movements of air to keep inside air fresh and to balance inside air temperature and 

humidity. The easiest way to have natural ventilation in the buildings is to open the 

windows to have air movements. But it is obvious that the ability of this type of 

ventilation is restricted to the outside weather and building position. There are two 

main types of the natural ventilation, natural cross ventilation Fig. 17 and natural stack 

ventilation Fig. 18.  

 

 

 

 
Fig. 17 Natural cross ventilation 

(Natural home ventilation, 2010) 
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At cross one in simple, air comes from one window and goes out from another window 

with same level of height. But stack ventilation is the situation which wind comes 

from one window and goes out from another window or tall chimney in higher level. 

There are other ways however to have natural ventilation. Montazeri and Azizian 

(2008) explained another method for natural ventilation. In this method wind is 

captured with long catcher (named as Baud-Geer) in high level from the ground and it 

is conducted to inside of the building. Aforementioned type of natural ventilation 

historically has been used by human to ventilate inside air and make it cold in hot 

summer. It must be considered that every type of natural ventilation is applicable in 

specific area in specific conditions of outdoor including temperature and humidity. For 

example the latter one is applicable in arid area in the world.  

 

 

 

 

6.3.5 Hybrid Ventilation 

As mentioned in the previous section natural ventilation is restricted to the outside air 

conditions and cannot be used as a main ventilation strategy. From another view using 

huge amount of fossil fuel to have mechanical ventilation encourages researchers and 

users to find more efficient ways to have effective ventilation with less energy usage. 

Hybrid ventilation is a combination of mechanical and natural ventilation. It uses 

energy more than natural ventilation but it is acceptable in compared with energy 

usage of mechanical one and it is usable in almost all weather cases.  

Fig. 18 Natural stack ventilation. 

(Natural home ventilation, 2010)
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6.3.6 Demand Controlled ventilation 

Demand controlled ventilation (DCV) is one type of mechanical ventilation which can 

detect the demand of fresh air inside area by sensors and regulate the supply air 

according to the demand. Different types of sensors will be explained in next parts. 

There is standard for indoor air quality and thermal comfort. In DCV system, if quality 

of inside air is less than standard levels fans start working automatically to keep air 

quality in high level. Nowadays DCV is widely used, since it can save a lot of energy 

and can cause more comfort for inside occupants. For most of the mechanical 

ventilation systems it is possible to install some additional equipment and make it 

demand controlled. Usually some characteristic of the indoor air is considered as a 

reference. Carbon Dioxide level is one of characteristics which is used to detect air 

quality and is detected by the sensors. It is clear that inside temperature is also 

important attribute that must be taken into account to keep thermal comfort in 

acceptable level.  

6.4 Different type of sensors in ventilation 

In order to control air quality and have a proper air conditioning, online monitoring 

and measures of some factor of air quality such as CO2, CO concentration and 

temperature are necessary. This monitoring and control can be done by installing 

different type of sensors such as carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide sensors, 

thermometers and other type of sensors. They differ according to the condition of 

place that needs to be monitored and level of air quality needed. 

6.4.1 Carbon dioxide (CO2) sensors 

CO2 is an important factor in monitoring indoor air quality and required fresh air. 

There are two common types of CO2 sensors: No dispersive Infrared (NDIR) CO2 

Sensors and chemical CO2 Sensors. In first type of sensors CO2 is detected by 

interaction between radiation of infrared light from a light tube and CO2 gas and 

observe function of wavelength (λ). It means CO2 absorbs a specific wavelength in 
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infrared (Lang et al., 1996). In a second type of sensor detection occurs by reaction of 

gas and sensitive polymer layer of sensor (Adhikari and Majumdar, 2004). 

6.4.2 Thermometer 

Measurement and monitoring of temperature in every place is important for 

controlling comfort temperature and prevent excess heating in industries. There are 

different types of thermometers for different types of application for measurement of 

temperature. 

6.4.3 Carbon monoxide (CO) sensors 

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless and harmful chemical compound that is 

produced by incomplete combustion of fuel. So in industry like foundry that have 

furnace and ladle heating there is a probability of increase in concentration of carbon 

monoxide inside of the buildings. Carbon monoxide sensors are used to detect CO and 

alarm when its concentration increase more than standard amount in the inside 

environment.   

6.5 Space heating 

Heating up an area which contains residence and needs to warm up to comfort 

temperature is one of the main energy users in manufacturing industry (Thollander et 

al., 2005). Demand for space heating can be provided by individual way in fossil fuel 

boiler and by electricity consumer device or by radiator heating due to district heating 

network. Space heating can be produced and consumed in different places in relation 

with the number of persons in the place and type of the process in it. 

6.5.1 Use of district heating for space heating 

District heating technology is preferable source of providing space heating and hot tap 

water because of its environmental and economical advantages. 

 District heating can use different types of energy including cheap sources of fuel like 

peat, domestic or industrial refuse, and forest harvesting residues. Also it can use 

excess heat which is provided in a production process and cannot be used in industrial 
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process of industry sector. The main part of heat is generated by waste material or 

biomass and carbon dioxide’s emission of biomass is assumed zero (Trygg and 

Karlsson, 2005). So, its low level of CO2 emission and using source of energy which 

cannot be used in individual heating are district heating environmental friendly 

advantages. But it should be mentioned when by incineration of waste heat produced 

for district heating the CO 2 emission for district heating cannot consider 0 kg. The 

other facility of district heating which is noticeable is its ability to co-operation with 

industries (Grönkvist and Sandberg, 2006). 

Cheap source of district heating makes its price cheaper than other energy carriers. 

Therefore, it will be cost effective to change energy carrier from oil or electricity into 

district heating, if it is possible, in industries. 

Industries play dual roles in heating issue; they can be providers and also consumers of 

district heating energy. For example in Sweden where district heating plays a major 

role for providing heat co-operation with industries is noticeable. According to data of 

Swedish District Heating Association in 2001, 4.7 TWh heat has been produced and 

delivered to district heating networks. About 4.6 TWh of it was used by industries. It is 

shown the co-operation of industries with district heating plant can reduce cost and 

emission (Holmgren and Gebremedhin, 2004). 

Also district heating can be a part of Combine heat and power plant (CHP) in order to 

cogeneration of heat and electricity. The amount of fuel that is used for separately 

generation of electricity and heat is more than the fuel that is used for cogeneration of 

same amount of electricity and heat. 

Co-operation of district heating with industry and CHP plant can be done by means of 

district heating network and in different type as it shown in Fig. 19 as form of jointly 

operated CHP plant and excess heat co-operation (Grönkvist and Sandberg, 2006). 
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6.6 Hot tap water 

Hot tap water is one of support processes in buildings for residential comfort. This 

demand can be provided individually by electric or oil or other fossil fuel boilers or 

can be provided by district heating system. 

Considering advantages of district heating from its economical and environmental 

point of view, it can be concluded that it will be more profitable and environmental 

friendlier to provide hot tap water demand via district heating network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 Flow schedule for waste heat utilization and a jointly operated CHP plant 

(Grönkvist and Sandberg, 2006). 
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Chapter 7 Excess heat recovery  

In this chapter importance excess heat recovery is described and possibilities of usage 

are explained. Also different types of devices that are common in recovery of excess 

heat are explained with their schematic pictures. At the end of the chapter method of 

excess heat recovery calculation for air handling units is mentioned because they are 

used in result section.  

7.1 Excess Heat  

Due to increasing energy prices and growing concern of environmental issues such as 

global warming and climate changing, importance of energy efficiency measures and 

their implementation increase every day. Recovery of excess heat and preventing 

losses of energy is one of these measures to reduce energy use and prevent its harmful 

consequences. Many industrial heating processes generate excess heat such as kilns, 

boilers, furnaces etc. and released it to the environment.  

Excess heat has the ability to be recovered and reused, so it will be cost effective and 

energy efficient. Excess heat can be used internally and externally considering its 

quality. Internally it can be used in production processes like preheating, drying and 

electricity production. Externally it can replace by fossil fuel or district heating for 

Space heating (Svensson et al., 2008). In Table 1, different types of excess heat are 

shown and usages for recovered excess heat (Waste Heat Recovery: Technology and 

Opportunities in U.S. Industry, 2008) 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Different types of Excess Heat Sources and their recovered used options 
(Waste Heat Recovery: Technology and Opportunities in U.S. Industry, 2008). 
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Advantages of using excess heat and recovery of it are, reduction in energy use, GHG 

emission reduction, it has economical benefit and reduce the cost of process and 

energy use. By better understanding of excess heat source and its characteristics such 

as flow rate, temperature, density and its heat capacity better utilization of excess heat 

can be provided. It is done by choosing proper device for recovering and trapping 

energy content. Temperature of the excess heat influences the rate of heat transfer and 

recovery feasibility. Some common types of excess heat recovery devices are heat 

exchangers and regenerators. 

7.2 Heat exchangers 

Heat exchangers are devices for transfer of thermal energy between two or more flows 

of fluids at different temperatures. Thermal energy transfers in heat exchangers in 

direct contact of streams or it can be occurred through separate wall and transient 

manner. Heat exchangers could be classified in many different ways such as according 

to transfer processes, construction or according to process function. Fig. 20 shows 

different type of classification for heat exchangers (Shah et al., 2000).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig. 20 Classification of heat exchangers according to construction and process function 

(Shah et al., 2000). 
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Some common types of heat exchangers are classified into recuperator, regenerators, 

passive air preheaters, regenerative/recuperative burners, finned tube heat 

exchangers/economizers and excess heat boilers that are explained below (Shah et al., 

2000). 

7.3 Recuperator 

In order to recover excess heat content of exhaust gas recuperators are efficient to save 

this thermal energy partially. Transfer of thermal energy in these devices can be based 

on radiation, convection or combination of them. Also they are constructed by metal or 

ceramic depending on the inlet gas temperature (Waste Heat Recovery: Technology 

and Opportunities in U.S. Industry, 2008). 

7.4 Regenerators 

One type of excess heat recovery device is regenerator which can be implemented in 

incinerators, air conditioning systems, foundries and chemical process industries. 

These types of devices are classified in two groups, fixed bed regenerators like furnace 

regenerators and rotary regenerators (Muralikrishna, 1999). 

7.4.1 Furnace Regenerator 

In this technology two brick chambers exist and during working of one of them, 

exhaust gas   pass through the other one and thermal energy is stored in it. Transfer of 

thermal energy of air flow happens cyclically between these two chambers and while 

one regenerator is supplying heated gas, the other is storing thermal energy by 

absorbing heat of the combustion gas by bricks. Moreover, this energy can be 

transferred again to the entering combustion air to the furnace by passing this entering 

air through hot chamber and preheat the combustion air. This technology reduces the 

amount of energy use in the system and save cost and energy (Bisio, 1996 and Waste 

Heat Recovery: Technology and Opportunities in U.S. Industry, 2008). 
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7.4.2 Rotary Regenerator/Heat Wheel 

Function of this type of excess heat recovery device is similar to furnace regenerators. 

In rotary regenerators thermal energy of hot gases flow absorbs in a prose disk wich is 

made by high heat capacity material. Rotating porous disc placed across two parallel 

ducts one containing cold flow gas and the other hot flow gas as shown in Fig.21. It 

stores thermal energy from hot flow and releases it to cold flow (EERE, 2008). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5 Passive air preheaters 

Passive air preheaters are used to recover heat from gas flow with low to medium 

temperature and transfer its thermal energy to another gas flow. These types of devices 

have wide range of application in recovery of outlet air heat in air conditioning system, 

secondary recovery of heat from furnace, gas turbine exhaust, etc. Cross contamination 

between gases streams in passive air preheaters should be prevented. There are two 

types of passive preheaters, the plate type and heat pipe. 

The plate type heat exchangers consist of parallel plates which facilitate both hot and 

cold stream pass across them. They transfer thermal energy along a vast area that these 

parallel plates provided for them. In Fig.22 the schematic picture of this type of heat 

exchanger is shown (EERE, 2008). 

Fig. 21 Schematic picture of Rotary Regenerator/Heat Wheel 

(EERE, 2008) 
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7.6 Needle battery 

This type of exchanger is quite new and was patented belongs to 2007. It consists of 

needle fin tubes around a central fine filter. Needle battery has dual function, filtration 

and recovery of excess heat. Flow of gas by passing through needle fin tubes as it is 

shown in Fig. 23, can be filtered. Also, it can transfer its thermal energy in to interior 

flow of gas with opposite direction (USA Patent, 2010). This type of heat exchanger is 

very useful in a working environment with high level of dust pollution like foundry. 

The pressure drop is lower than other heat exchanger equipments. 

 

 

 

 

7.7 Boreholes storage 

Another way to reduce energy use is storing thermal energy during the time which heat 

is produced more than the needed amount. By storing this excess heat and recovery of 

it when it is needed some amount of energy can be saved. 

Fig. 22 Schematic picture of plate heat exchanger  

(EERE, 2008). 

Fig. 23 a) and b) Schematic picture and photo of fin tubes in needle battery 

 (Welded, Applied &   Extruded Finned Tubing, 2010 , Spiro-Gills products, 2010). 
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One way to store this thermal energy for long time is borehole storage. In this 

technology thermal heat is transferred to unsaturated soil or in rock by different types 

of heat exchangers in vertical boreholes. Then the ground is heated up by excess heat. 

This technology has ability to recover this energy for space heating or other type of 

processes by using heat pump in low temperature ground storage (0°C-40°C) or 

directly in high temperature ground storage (40°C-80°C). Heat losses because of 

limited thermal conductivity between heat exchangers and ground are always 

happened, so the efficiency of thermal storage can be reached up to 70%. 

In order to increase thermal conductivity and contact between heat exchanger and bore 

holes, some type of material is needed to refill the borehole from bottom to the top. 

This material should be durable up to 100°C, easy to handle, liquid for injection, solid 

for operation and environmentally friendly. The best material that has these 

characteristics is Bentonit. 

Material of heat exchanger depends on the temperature that it will be applied. 

Polypropylene, polyethylene or polybuten are three choices of proper material for 

vertical heat exchanger in order to transfer heat to the ground (Reuss et al.,1997). 

There are different types of heat exchangers for transfer of thermal energy to the 

ground via borehole. One type consists of one or two U-shaped plastic tubes and the 

other type is helical heat exchanger which is inserted into borehole (Rabin, 1996). 

These equipments are shown in Fig. 24 with a schematic picture of borehole storage 

plant. 
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7.8 Excess heat recovery calculation for air handling units 

Here the formula and ways of calculation of excess heat recovery for air handling units 

are presented because they are used in result section.  

Theoretically it is possible to determine the energy content of exhaust hot air to 

evaluate efficacy of different types of measures. We know indoor temperature which is 

fixed in specific temperature. It can be possible to explain saving possibilities of 

variable speed derive fans (VSD) theoretically. Without using VSD the fans work 

Fig. 24 a) Schematic picture of borehole storage plant 

(BTES, 2010). 

b) Schematic picture of U-shaped heat exchanger 

(BTES, 2010). 

c) Schematic picture of helical heat exchanger 

(Rabin, 1996). 
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continuously with specific power and flow. But after installation of VSD working 

hours of fans depend on the demand and air quality.  

Thus, total working hours of the fans are not equal to total operating hours of the 

factory. Without having VSD, total energy use (E1) by a fan equals to fan power 

needed (P1) multiplied by the total operating time (h). But with installing VSD, energy 

usage of the fan (E2) is less than E1. E2 is determined by detectors which are used for 

all VSD fans to record total energy used by the device.  

So the average power (PAv) used by the fan with VSD equals to: 

 

 (7.1) 

The average power (PAv) used by the fan is less than fixed power (P1) of the fan before 

having VSD. 

 In addition to the reduction in energy use of the fans by installing VSDs, there is other 

energy saving possibilities that can be done by reducing air exchange rate via less 

working times of fans. The amount of energy saving by reducing air change rate can 

be found by following steps theoretically. 

Flow rate of the air by the fan is Q1. Power and flow rate is related to each other 

according to following equation: 

                                                                                                     (7.2) 

 

QAv is the average flow rate which is displaced by the fan. There is average amount of 

the flow, so we can determine amount of the reduced flow. 

                                                                                             (7.3) 
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Qred is reduced flow because of using VSD fan. So by having the reduced flow it is 

possible to find the energy saved by amount of reduced flow. Indoor air temperature is 

fixed and for outdoor air temperature we can use accumulated degree hours (ADH) of 

the area under study place (for example Emmaboda the city that factory of under study 

is located). Accumulated degree hours (ADH) accounts for total differences of the 

outdoor temperature with the reference ideal temperature multiplied by total hours of 

one year which is 8760 hours. So if we need to use AHD for the specific hours less 

than one year, we can use the ratio of the specific working hours (h1) divided by 8760 

hours of whole year and then multiplied by ADH of the area.  

                                                          (7.4)                      

                                                          

Ered is the amount of energy which is saved by reducing flow rate.  

 is density of air 1.2 kg/m3 and cp is specific heat capacity of air 1.0 kJ/kg K (equal to 

kJ/kg.oC) 

Total energy ( Etotal) which is saved by VSD equals to: 

                                                                         (7.5)                            

As it is clear, Etotal consists of two parts. First part is energy saved by the reduction of 

flow and consequently reduction of space heating demand. The second part is energy 

saved by reduction in electricity use of the fans.  

It must be noted that for both supply and exhaust air these equations are applicable, 

since they have same temperature and outside area. 

Calculating total savings applied by heat exchangers is related to the previous 

equations. There are different types of efficiencies for every heat exchanger, but here 

we refer to temperature transfer efficiency (µt) of the heat exchangers.  

  (7.6) 
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t1 is outdoor air temperature (oC) before entering to the heat exchanger, t2 is outdoor 

air temperature (oC) after passing the heat exchanger and t3 is indoor air temperature 

(oC) before the heat exchanger. 

The efficiency is determined by the supplier and considered fixed for the heat 

exchanger.  

Having accumulated degree hours (ADH) means having temperature difference of 

inside and outside of the area hourly, multiplied by total hours of one year. So: 

                                                                                                 (7.7) 

 

So we can define the average temperature of t2 and also it is possible to calculate 

energy saving of heat exchangers theoretically.  

                                                                 (7.8) 

By having characteristics of air we can find the saved energy as follow: 

                                                      (7.9)

                                                                    

EHt,ex is the total energy which is exchanged between supply and exhaust air by one 

heat exchanger. It must be noted that all findings are theoretical amount of energy 

savings by one heat exchanger. 

We have total energy (Etotal ) saved by VSD. In order to calculate pay-back period we 

multiply Etotal by energy price. 

 

          (7.10) 
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Sm is total money which is saved by VSD. Electricity price is assumed 0.6 SEK in this 
project. 
Now by dividing Sm by total investment cost of the device the pay-back time period will be 
calculated. 
 

                          (7.11) 
 

Here Pt shows pay-back period of VSD and TIC is total investment cost of the device 
including the device price and technician cost.  
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Chapter 8 Foundry pollution and techniques to decrease it  

In this chapter industrial pollution and environmental impacts of foundry industries 

will be explained. Also, different ways in order to control, mitigate and prevent them 

will be described. 

8.1 Foundry pollution 

Iron foundries are considered one of industries that they have possibility to emit 

different types of pollutants. They belong to the different processes of foundry 

industry such as particulate matter, sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, 

volatile organic compounds, and lead.  

Emissions released from the melting furnaces including, particulate matter, carbon 

monoxide, organic compounds, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and small quantities of 

chloride and fluoride compounds (EPA, 1997). 

Particulate matters (PM) or dusts that may contain toxic metal are the most main type 

of foundry emission. Particles or dusts are emitted from melting and treatment of 

molten metal. Also, they are emitted in production line from mould preparation, 

shakeout, cleaning, finishing and other process as the red arrows in Fig. 25 show 

emission of foundry processes (Fatta et al., 2004).  

In Iron foundry raw material of furnace are pig iron, iron and steel scrap, foundry 

returns and metal turnings. Scrap metal as a main charge of furnace for preparing 

molten metal needs to be pre treated before charging to the electric induction furnaces. 

If it contains any grease and/ or oil, this pollution can cause explosions in furnace. In 

order to remove the grease or oil from scrap metal there are three usual ways, 

degreasing with solvent, centrifugation and preheat the scrap to combust the organics 

(EPA, 1991). 

In general, foundries produce 10 kg of dust per ton of molten metal. But this amount 

can be fluctuated by different types of technologies applied for furnace like induction, 
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cupola or electric arc furnace. Also, different scraps used in foundry can change dust 

emissions between 5-30 kg per ton with the emission rate of 1000 mg/m3 in the air. 

 

 

The composition and type of particulate matter and dust are different. Most common 

types are components of zinc, cadmium and lead also in cases when stainless steel 

scrap is used nickel and chromium particles exist (Fatta et al., 2004). 

Fig. 25 Emission Points in a Typical Iron and Steel Foundry 

(EPA, 1997)
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The other pollution components of foundry are oil from lubricants of metal, odour and 

alcohol vapour from surface treatment and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from 

painting work shop (Foundries, 1991). 

Moulding process produces a lot of sand waste that should be recovered or disposed 

.Per each ton of molten metal foundry produce 300-500 kg solid waste excluding dust 

(Foundries, 1991). 

Waste water is another important environmental issue of foundry industry because 

when cooling water, scrubber water, and process water are not regulated per metric ton 

of molten metal up to 20 m3 waste water can be produced. The waste water of foundry 

contaminated with suspended solids, metals, oil and grease regarding to type of metal 

and the quality of scrap used as feed to the process (Foundries, 1991). 

8.2 Emission Control Technique 

As it is mentioned melting process is an area in foundry that has big role in emission. 

One way to control this emission is by implementing energy efficiency measure in 

order to save energy and reduce GHG emission of fuel use. Energy efficient measures 

that reduce use of natural gas as fuel will also reduce amount of nitrogen oxide NOx 

emissions. 

In order to control pollution electric induction furnace is preferable in comparison with 

cupola furnaces (Foundries, 1991). 

Emission control technique that is explained for melting process in this part is related 

to electric induction furnace. Since, this type of furnace is used in company under 

study. In general, new electric induction furnace uses electricity around 500 to 550 

kWh/tons if it works in a proper condition. For older furnaces electricity use can 

increase up to 900 KWh/tons (Tollander et al., 2005). 

One way to reduce electricity usage is online monitoring of molten temperature and 

prevent over heating of molten metal, the other way is having the ability to handle the 

molten and holding it in other furnace. It means that using two types of furnaces such 
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as using one cupola and one electric induction furnace can be useful or using new type 

of furnace like twin power furnace as it is described in 3.2.3.3 (Arjunwadhar et al., 

2008).  

The other process of foundry which has a big role in emission and pollution is raw 

material preparation for melting specially for electric induction furnace. If removal of 

oil or grease from scrap be done by heating, organic compound and carbon monoxide 

will be emitted from burning of organic component. If the preparation be done by 

solvent, organic compound will be emitting. One way to control latter type of emission 

is using catalytic incinerators and afterburners which can control about 95 percent of 

organic and carbon monoxide emissions in preparation process (EPA, 1997). 

One of the most important issues that should be considered is prevention of mixing 

scrap with PVC plastics because, most of the emissions of chlorinated components 

(CDD/CDF) are initiating from these materials in melting process (EPA, 1997). 

The common techniques to control dust emission in foundry are cyclone scrubbers, 

baghouses and electrostatic precipitators (EPA, 1997).  

The other technique to prevent pollution is replacement of cold box method for core 

preparation if it is possible. Because, in a method that core produced with heating sand 

the organic compound in resin component of core can be emitted (Foundries, 1991). 

Waste water that is produced during different process should be treated and particles 

should be removed. The best way to reduce amount of waste water is recirculation of 

cooling water after treatment. Water treatment can be done by sedimentation or by 

centrifuging and filtering; also oil content can be removed from surface of water, but, 

PH should be adjusted (Foundries, 1991). 

Mould preparation by sand has great role in production of solid waste in foundry, so as 

much as sand be recovered and reused, this portion of waste can decreased (Foundries, 

1991). 
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Chapter 9 Result  

In this chapter some result of this in-depth evaluation are explained from different 

sections that the project focused on them such as energy management, drivers and 

barrier for energy efficiency, energy use of company under study and other issues. 

9.1 Energy management 

The same as some researcher results such as (Zhang et al., 2008 , Kannan and Boie, 

2003 and Levine et al., 1995) in-depth evaluation of energy management practice in 

company under study shows energy efficient technology implementation has positive 

effects on a company, in terms of, e.g. reduced energy use and energy cost in a long 

term, and also reduced production cost and increased productivity also a well defined 

energy management program is not just about technical issues but a combination of 

engineering skills, management and housekeeping issues. Implementing energy 

management and control system can save energy annually, and facilitates load 

management of electricity peaks by selectively switching off electricity consumers.  

The evaluation revealed that the energy management practices adopted at the company 

has not lacked fruit in regard to energy efficiency. Energy efficiency has increased by 

27 % and 68 % for electricity and district heating respectively. Notably, these savings 

have been achieved in addition to the succeeded aim to become oil independent. 

9.2 Drivers and barrier for energy efficiency  

The most powerful driver for energy efficiency in a company under study is having an 

energy manager with clear and ambient goals for energy efficiency in future and his 

high influence on company. Energy manager by implementing long term strategy in 

order to achieve these goals make an energy saving plan. Also energy manger is a 

decision maker for energy efficiency issues and this factor is the other important issue 

that can be a big barrier in other industry. The other managers by accepting and 

trusting to the suggestions of the energy manager regarded to energy uses and energy 

efficiency measures investment make his success easier and achievable. Sometimes 

top managers in industry always oppose to the suggestions and energy saving plans. In 
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a company under study energy manager has high power to decide for buying and 

installing different equipments and apply his plans and decision making does not face 

with long chain. 

Some other factors that are the reason of success in this company in the field of energy 

efficiency measure implementation are high information quality regarding energy 

efficiency opportunities and well measuring and monitoring of all data and archiving 

of them in order to report all activities and compare them.  

Like every company ITT Flygt has its own barriers for energy efficiency measures 

such as a lack of capital to execute different types of measures but it can be said that 

the barrier cannot be the main barrier against implementing energy efficiency activities 

in the company. In the cases with long pay-back there is less incentive and decision 

makers like to select the measures with shorter pay-back time for their investment.  

Another important barrier against implementing energy efficiency measures is cultural 

behaviors of employees that can be very difficult to change. In this company the 

energy manager had some interesting initiatives to encourage employees confront their 

inertia and change the inefficient behaviors to reduce energy use. The manager sends 

data of energy use of every building monthly to the building manager and shows them 

their improvement or regress in every area, for example in lighting, compressed air, 

ventilation. This is helpful, because every workers and personal involve with energy 

saving issues and it can make them to be more careful about their activities in the 

energy saving sector. 

 It also makes them more aware about effects of their behaviors on energy use. Some 

regulations and laws are also against some plan and solution of cultural behaviors 

barrier. For example company cannot pay more salary to the workers who are more 

careful and conservative about energy use, although it can be a very good motivation 

and incentive for everybody to change wrong behaviors. 
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Annual energy use at
the foundry under Processes
study [MWh/year] Other production (P) 12 000

Moulding (P) etc. 9 000

Melting/holding (P) 9 000

Electricity Ventilation (S) 8 000
40 000 Space heating (S) 8 000

LPG Office, IT dep. Etc. (S) 1 200

900 Ladle heating and trucks (S&P) 900

District heating Transformation losses (S) 800

8 000

P = Production process, S = Support process

Total energy use
48 900

9.3 Energy use at the studied site 

The studied site uses three different energy carriers, namely electricity, district heating, 

and Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG). Electricity is mainly used for production purposes 

as well as for support processes, building services such as ventilation and IT etc. The 

district heating system at the site is only used for space heating purposes. The third 

energy carrier LPG, which represents a small part in terms of energy, is used for pre-

heating of ladles and using as fuel of trucks.  

The total annual energy use for this plant is about 49 GWh, and the use among the 

different processes, are presented in Fig.26 also the relative use of energy divided in 

the different processes is presented in this figure. Support processes stands for a 

substantial part of the energy use at the site like ventilation, space heating etc. Notably, 

some components have, due to time restrictions and large size of company, not been 

able to sort out, e.g. compressed air and lighting, wherefore the “other production” 

category does include a substantial amount of support processes as well. 

 

 

Fig. 26 Annual energy use at the foundry under study. 
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9.3.1 Energy use and productivity 

As it is described above the main energy source for this industry is electricity. Power 

and energy carriers which are used in every factory influence the total cost of the 

energy. In the studied case the statistics show that from 2000 till 2008, the amount of 

electricity consumed almost remained constant, while the total productivity increased 

by 48 %, clearly showing that the energy needed to produce the products decreased. 

Electricity use was about 38,100 MWh for 2000 and was 41,300 MWh in 2008. 

 In Table 2, the statistic data for total electricity use, furnace electricity usage, 

production and index are shown. Fig.27 shows electricity, production and also district 

heating used the past decade. As shown in Table 2 and Fig.27, the production has 

constantly increased and the use of heat has decreased.  

 

 

 

The use of electric energy was lower in 2000 than 2008, but the energy used per 

produced ton has constantly decreased. It should be noted that productions within the 

company group have been merged from two other factories to Emmaboda; from 

Flygtwerk factory in 2007, and the other from Grindex factory in 2008. 

Table 2: Total electricity use (MWh), Production (ton), Specific energy use (Total electricity use 

(MWh)/production (ton)), Furnace electricity use (MWh) and specific energy use for furnace 

(Furnace electricity use (MWh)/Production (ton)). 
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It one of the reasons of this increase for electric energy uses. Grindex had an annual 

energy use of about 720 MWh of electricity, and 390 MWh of district heating. 

Flygtwerk had an annual electricity use of about 500 MWh, and 465 MWh for heating. 

In comparing with the total electricity used in Emmaboda, both merged companies had 

rather low amount of energy and they cannot be the main reason of increasing 

productivity of the factory during these years. 

The specific energy use, calculated as the total energy use divided by total production, 

in regard to electricity, for every ton decreased from 1.81 MWh/ton in 2000 to 1.33 

MWh/ ton in 2008 as the Table 2 and Fig.28 shows. It clearly shows movement of the 

factory to the more efficient production with less energy usage for every ton of the 

products. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 27 Annual energy use for ITT Water and Wastewater (1998-2008). 

 For the years 1998-1999, no electricity figures could be gained. 

Fig. 28 Specific energy use (MWh/ton)
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Reduction of electricity and energy has been done in two main areas: first, reducing 

electricity and energy used in the support processes and recovering energy which is 

used and using cascading principals, secondly, it regards reducing electricity and 

energy use in the production processes and recovering the energy used by different 

methods. 

The other way for preventing extra cost of electricity is load management in order to 

keep power of electricity under peak level. The act of company under study in this area 

is explained in 9.4.6. 

There are many possibilities normally in support processes to reduce energy use. Since 

reduction of energy use in production processes may influence on product quality and 

it is one of the barriers to reduce energy use and implementation of energy efficiency 

measures. Because of that it is hard for decision makers to decide about changing 

production methods or changing production steps as well. It seems another reason of 

no action on production processes is that, production process includes many technical 

aspects. It seems it is hard for one energy manager to be expert at production processes 

of a factory. 

In this factory, most of the measures have been accomplished on support processes 

including ventilation, lighting, space heating and compressed air. The main act on the 

production process is recovering the heat which is produced at melting and cooling 

tunnel to be used in other parts of the factory as a heat source.  

9.3.2 District heating use per square meter 

The other main source of energy used is district heating. District heating is used 

mainly for support processes, like space heating, air handling and hot tap water, with 

the exception of e.g. the surface treatment line. By recovering heat from different 

sources, production processes and support processes rate of district heating per square 

meter at the factory have been decreased from 1998 as shown in Fig .29. 
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Fig.30 shows 121 kWh/m2 of building area in 1998, while this figure was reduced to 

47kWh/m2 in 2008, indicating that the amount of district heating decreased by 68% by 

successful energy management practices in this area. 

 

 

Recovered excess heat can be used in three different ways: power recovery 

(electricity), process or space heating and cooling of processes or spaces (Bonilla et 

al., 1997). So rate of district heating which is just used for space heating can be 

decreased by recovery of excess heat from different parts and processes of the factory. 

One place for recovery of excess heat is from cooling system of furnace. As Fig.30 

shown the schematic flowchart of foundry temperature of cold water by circulating 

around furnace and cooling it, has an increase up to 45-47°C. This thermal energy is 

recovered in the factory and used with 4 priorities in different processes. First priority 

is using this excess heat for preparing hot tap water for showers, second priority is 

providing heat of space heating in foundry area by transferring its energy via heat 

exchangers to radiators. The excess heat will be used in third priority for space heating 

of other parts of factory. Finally if any heat remains in the water it will be saved in the 

basin to send to the cooling tower to be spread out as forth priorities.  

Fig. 29 Purchased district heating, 1998-2008.
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The future work of factory for saving energy is using Borehole storage for storing this 

amount of excess heat that spread out in summer time and use this amount in winter 

time. 

 So as a short description, excess heat in cooling tunnel of production line is recovered 

and transferred to the space heating radiator by heat pump. Also there are other 

implementations of energy efficiency measures in ventilation system that can cause 

reduction in district heating use. 

 

9.4 Implemented energy efficiency measures  

The energy management practices undertaken at the studied plant have been extensive. 

For example, the company has its own weather station that is equipped with sensors 

for measuring temperature, humidity, wind speed, wind direction, solar radiation as 

well as lux meters for measuring brightness. The investment cost for this weather 

Fig. 30  Flowchart of heat recovery of cooling water circulation around furnace 
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station was about 50,000 SEK and has provided the energy management system with 

detailed data enabling efficient use of heat. 

However essence of existing specific weather station for the factory which is located 

near a city is in doubt and need more discussions. Since the factory can use data of the 

weather station which is located in the city instead of having investment and specify an 

area to its own station. Several different processes have been affected when energy 

efficiency measures have been undertaken.  

In 9.4.1 measures related to lighting are discussed, in 9.4.2 the work with compressed 

air installations are described followed by ventilation, space heating and cooling 

measures in 9.4.3. In 9.4.4 measures related to tap water is discussed and in 9.4.5 

Sensor control and production, planning, and behavioral measures are covered in 9.4.6. 

9.4.1 Lighting 

Major reductions in energy use for lighting in the factory have been achieved. 

Basically, all the lights have been changed to more efficient ones. For example all 

lamps in company are changed to T5 type which is more efficient. Also different types 

of sensors like occupancy sensors have been installed. They operate automatically and 

facilitate company operators to turn off the lamps when there is no occupant in an area 

and prevent extra cost for electricity. Also this energy efficiency measure reduces cost 

of replacement of lamps by enabling longer life time. However, using the chosen 

methodology Thollander et al. (2007), it was found to be impractical to clear the 

reduced energy use from this measure.  

9.4.2 Compressed air 

Another support process is compressed air. There is a building which belongs to the 

compressors outside the workshops. It seems in constructing the compressed air lines, 

technical principles were not used to optimize the lines from an energy point of view. 

The compressor house is outside of the main application places. This will cause 

pressure drops in the pipeline. But other complementary activities have been 
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accomplished to save energy and compensate the technical lacks. There is main line of 

compressed air which comes from the building and then split in to several branches. 

This type of design uses more energy because it causes even more pressure drops in 

the line. Also because of longer pipe line with high pressure the process will face more 

leakages in the system comparing with the system with several branches. 

 For this process, there is a main valve in every building which is closed after finishing 

work. It prevents air leakage in the whole production unit, and consequently reduces 

the use of energy. The compressor station consists of four compressors among where 

two are for redundancy, and the ones which operate mainly are operating with 

Variable Speed Drives (VSD). ITT work extensively with leak seeking, and shut parts 

of the system off when no compressed air is needed. Moreover, the compressor 

cooling is used for heating up the factory during the winter. As well as for lighting, 

using the applied methodology, it was found to be difficult to spot the reduced energy 

use from this measure for the same reason as outlined above for lighting.  

9.4.3 Ventilation, space heating and cooling 

The most important energy efficiency measure for ventilation is the implementation of 

VSDs on all ventilations installations at the plant. Furthermore, by installing a variety 

of different sensors in different parts of the plant, control of the required air flows 

depending on the indoor environment, has been achieved. This type of demand 

controlled ventilation is an effective way in reducing electricity used for fans as well 

as reducing the space heating demand (Rohdin, 2008) by amount of heat that is 

available from reduction in air flow by installing VSDs. 

 In the company under study by installing a mixture of particle, gas and CO2/CO-

sensors to measure indoor air quality as well as temperature sensors, which give 

important information about the thermal conditions. The VSD installations also reduce 

the use of space heating. According to the records from 1998 till 2008, about 19.4 

GWh of electricity has been saved totally during these years. In addition, total 

reduction of energy use (electricity and district heating) of 87.4 GWh has been 
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achieved. As it is explained in section 7.8 the theoretical method to calculate the 

savings by using VSD, some part of the results as a sample is shown in Table 3. 

For three main types of the exchangers including, needle battery, plate exchanger and 

rotate exchanger the theoretical savings have been calculated. The thermal efficiency 

of those components is of the order of 60% for plate exchanger, 75% for rotating heat 

exchanger and 50% for needle battery. 

By considering one estimate price for energy as it is stated in assumption section 0.6 

SEK per kWh for electricity, total money savings from implementing the measures can 

be calculated. Also, it is possible to estimate the pay-back period of the investment 

costs according to the estimation.  

 

Heat 
exchanger 

type
Efficiency

Operating 
hours/Year

Motor 
power 
(kW)

Flow 
rate 

(m3/s)

Electric 
consumption 
of fans/Year 
(MWh) E2

Savings in 
power of 
fans/Year 

(MWh) E1-E2

Savings by 
reductions in air 

change/Year 
(MWh) Ered

Total 
Saving/Year 
(MWh) Etot

Savings by 
Exchangers/Year 

(MWh)

Battery 0.5 4821 28 19 42 93 430 523
Battery 0.5 4826 20 19 32 64 410 474
Plate 0.6 4533 2.1 1.8 6.2 3 16 19
Plate 0.6 4538 2.3 1.8 5.8 5 21 26

Rotate 0.75 3720 10 5 22 15 45 60
Rotate 0.75 3730 8.1 4.5 20 10 30 40

392

55

151
 

In Table 4 pay-back period of the VSD investments are is shown in number of years 

against the total investment cost. Using VSD will result to reduction of air change 

inside the buildings.  

The concern by using VSD is that it might influence on the air quality. Records 

evaluations show that the air quality remains in acceptable interval during weekdays 

when the workers work at the buildings and the quality reduces during weekend, 

which will be explain in 9.4.5. 

Table 3 Energy savings caused by VSDs and heat exchangers
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As it mentioned in barrier and driving force for energy efficiency measures 

implementation short pay-back time and a low degree of risk for investment in energy 

savings are most encouraging factors and driving forces for investing.  

The aggregated cost for variable speed drivers (VSD) and sensors installations for fans 

of ventilation system were about 2.1 MSEK. By calculating investments for 

installation of them and the amount of energy saved in form of electricity and heat in 

different parts of factory shown that all investment cost for VSD fans and their sensors 

have been returned in less than one year as the Table 4 shows. As it mentioned this 

result is most encouraging factor and driving force for investment in energy saving 

sector. 

 

Exchanger 
type

Total 
investment 

cost (kSEK)

Pay-back 
period

Plate 47 0.08
Rotate 140 0.09
Battery 470 0.1
Rotate 180 0.14
Battery 390 0.15
Rotate 190 0.17
Plate 50 0.18

Rotate 60 0.19
Battery 300 0.27
Plate 36 0.43

Rotate 130 0.55
Rotate 50 0.56  

Another type of savings which is related to space heating was implementation of heat 

exchangers. It was calculated theoretically that the amount of energy saved by the 

exchangers is about 71.5 GWh from the years 1998-2008 according to the formula in 

7.8.  

It must be considered that this amount of energy savings is calculated with nominal 

efficiency. Actual efficiency is lower than nominal amount. Since the nominal 

efficiency is determined by manufacturer of the heat exchangers in specific laboratory 

situations. But, the efficiency can vary depending on different parameters and in all 

cases it is decreased. Therefore the savings are less than the amount which has been 

Table 4 Total investment cost for VSD fans and their sensors with their pay-back period. 
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mentioned. The major type of heat exchanger which is used in a foundry workshop in 

company under study is needle battery due to its dual function, being filter and heat 

exchanger. The reason is because of that the air in the factory is polluted and contains 

sand particles and also contains thermal energy. So, the best case which is friendlier 

with the environment is this type of heat exchangers, needle fin battery because of 

both ability of catching the pollutants and exchanging the possible heat it is reasonable 

to select this type instead of others.  

Needle battery heat exchanger is more expensive than others and with lower 

efficiency. So investment cost for this type of battery is more than the other types. If 

we just consider economic point of view and energy saving issues, it is also possible to 

use other types of heat exchangers instead and implement other strategies for catching 

the pollutants. The common type of the exchanger is plate exchanger which has 

acceptable efficiency and high performance. However, plate heat exchangers have 

been shown to operate inefficient in heavily polluted environment like foundries. 

The painting workshop of the factory has a relatively high degree of Volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) as a result of the painting process. To provide a functioning 

indoor environment these compounds are ventilated. The common ways for absorption 

of VOCs are using activated carbon or Zeolite filter. At this site, a system for 

capturing and combusting the VOCs has been implemented, namely a Zeolite system. 

Implementing of Zeolite filter for absorption of VOCs has some advantages such as 

thermally stability and being nonflammable. After absorption of VOCs in Zelolite 

filter the collected solvents are burnt at night and heat are produced which can be used 

for space heating (Aguadoa et al., 2005 and Teng, 2007). This technology makes the 

polluted air clean from VOCs and at the same time reduces energy supply by recovery 

of heat from burning of the components. According to the monitoring of the system, 

about 100 MWh of energy usage has been reduced each year by implementing the 

technology and recovery of excess heat that it produced. 

Another energy efficiency measure that has been implemented is a system for climate 

control, which measures outdoor and indoor temperature, and by using this 
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information, regulates the radiator circuits at the plant. Depending on the outside 

temperature, the radiators can thus be regulated to achieve comfort temperature in 

different buildings and prevent excess heating of the building.  

The other energy efficiency measure that the company implemented for building and 

premises was making all of them well insulated to reduce heat losses of building shell. 

Another efficiency measure that has been implemented to reduce demand for space 

heating is a system for recovering energy from the cooling of the melting furnaces as 

described in 9.3.2. The heat which is absorbed by the water in the cooling circuit has 

four priorities to recover its heat: first it supplies the heat demand for heating showers 

water by exchanging heat to the tap hot water system. The second priority is that the 

excess amount will be used in radiators for space heating in the buildings near the 

furnaces. The excess heat in third priority is for space heating of other parts of factory.  

Finally if any heat remains in the water it will be saved in a basin to send to the 

cooling tower to be spread out. Excess heat in the cooling tunnel of the foundry 

production line is also recovered and transferred to the space heating radiators using a 

heat pump. These measures in total reduce the demand for space heating of about 4.0 

GWh annually.  

9.4.4 Hot tap water 

Water from the cooling of the melting furnaces is recovered, as it is described in 

section 9.3.2. The first priority of thermal energy recovery of water circulation of 

furnace cooling is to provide hot tap water demand for the showers whenever it is 

needed in a company under study. This energy efficient implementation is making 

company free from need of boilers or other equipment for producing hot tap water. 

9.4.5 Sensor control 

By installing different types of sensors for monitoring temperature, pressure and 

energy in different parts and by monitoring flows of water and air in the factory, it has 

been made possible to get information. Then it is easy to keep track of the energy used 
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which may be facilitated to even further improvement in the energy management 

practices. This monitoring system by using different type of sensors facilitate 

automatic operation of heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipments, 

lighting and other systems by a computerized energy management and control system. 

Using the applied methodology, it was unable to specify this measures impact on the 

studied company.  

In ventilation system, installation of sensors not only reduce the amount of electricity 

used as it was described before, but also it facilitate to have online monitoring of air 

quality condition of company in different area and have smart alarm in a case of 

emergency. For example if in a condition ventilation cannot work properly and 

concentration of hazardous gas increase by alarm of sensors workers can be aware of 

dangerous condition. 

By installing CO2 and CO sensors and also thermometer important information about 

the thermal conditions and indoor air quality is monitoring. The air quality in the 

factory is measured by decipol unit, which is unit of perceived indoor air quality. This 

unit calculates indirectly from carbon dioxide concentration and amount of supplied 

fresh air (Fanger, 1988) and regulates the ventilation subsequently to achieved 

standard air quality in buildings. As a sample in Fig.31 air pollution is shown for 

machinery area of company in a typical production month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31 Air pollution in machinery area in a typical production month (decipol) 
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In this figure during weekends when ventilation is not working the quality of air is 

decreasing to low level of standard and it shows the important role of sensors to 

improve working condition. The sensors have other important role in energy 

management. They give information about the main energy consumers in the factory 

and the main deficiencies. Thus, they will help the energy manager to find the best 

possibilities for energy saving, also the best places to have investments with faster 

pay-back. 

9.4.6 Production processes 

In order to always keep peak power loads below the determined maximum peak of 

electricity (summer 13 MW, winter 10.5 MW) the load management system at the 

factory has three priorities. First, reduce the speed of the fans; secondly make off the 

washers in the machining area, and third, reduce the electricity for the furnaces in the 

foundry which always prevents to happen because of making risk in production 

quality, etc. By implementing this load management system, company is free from 

paying extra fee of power to the electricity company because of using over peak.  

Idle losses as regards electricity were 1.5 MW in 1998 but have decreased to 0.8 MW 

today during non production hours. Most of this is connected to changes in behaviors 

and routines and by applying vast management practices. The total power used in 

every building and section in the factory is assessed separately by the load 

management system and makes it easy to see improvements on saving of electricity 

and reduction in power loads. Moreover, the company has invested in a new twin 

furnace in order to reduce electricity used for melting with at least 250 kWh/ton of 

melted metal. The benefit and advantage of this type of furnace is explained in 5.2.3.2.  

9.5 CO2 emission of company 

As it described before the main energy carrier on the company under study is 

electricity with assumed emission of 1kg carbon dioxide for 1 kWh of electricity use. 

If as it is assumed all electricity produced by coal condensing power.  
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Also the other energy carrier is district heating with 0 kg of carbon dioxide emission 

again if we consider fuel of district heating as biomass. 

According to the total electricity use of company under study that are shown in Table 

2 the total amount of CO2 emission from 2000 to 2008 is calculated. It is 347570 kg 

for all the period. Fig.32 shows trend of CO2 emission which is reduced till 2005 by 

reduction in electricity use of company. But after 2005 by merging the other company 

to ITT Flygt and increased its production the total electricity use of company was 

increased and CO2 emission has been increased. As it is described amount of district 

heating does not have any effects on amount CO2 emission. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 32 Total CO2 emission kg
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Chapter 10 Future plan of the company 

Among the chapter proposed activities by energy manager and semi finished projects 

of company under study are described. Some of these Proposals and the projects are 

under construction and some of them are going to be implemented in future. 

In Borehole storage for storing excess heat in the summer and use this amount in the 

winter is currently under installation and construction during 2009 -2010. This is the 

first high-temperature structure in Sweden and most likely in Europe. The company 

plans to store the excess amount of heat from production process and support process. 

Such extra amount of heat comes from water cooling circulation around furnace which 

after all recovery of its thermal energy some amount of its heat content is excess 

specially during summer time when the need for space heating is very low. This 

amount of extra heat saves in a basin and spreads outside by cooling tower. The other 

place that has extra heat to be stored during summer times is cooling tunnel of 

production line.  

By construction of this borehole storage the company can restore heat with estimation 

about 2.5 GWh annually. It means that according to their total district heating demand 

in a year 2008, which is 8 GWh annually their district heating will be decreased more 

and more by implementing this borehole storage plant. 

It must be mentioned that one of the problems of borehole storage is concerning of 

environmental effects of it. It can cause problem to the plants in the area and 

underground. The other problem is that maybe in operation the borehole could not 

save the heat and spread in underground. So, the company is planning to do an 

evaluation of the storage after loading in the summer for some years with cooperation 

of one university. 

Also, a heat pump operating on excess heat is planned, with an estimated heat delivery 

of 4.5 GWh annually.  
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Moreover, a company has planned but not yet put into action to provide the company 

electricity demand by its own wind mills, because electricity is major energy carrier of 

the company. It seems that the problem is because of investment cost which is high in 

constructing wind mills. 
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Chapter 11 Conclusions 

In this chapter all findings of the discussions, response to the research questions such 

as role of energy manager, environmental impact of foundry, way to control them, 

main possibilities to reduce energy use in foundry and other questions which are 

presented in different sections are summarized and described as main conclusions.  

The conducted in-depth evaluation at the company revealed a number of considerable 

results and presents new knowledge on how such in-depth evaluation could be 

conducted and which problems those are likely to occur. First, the applied 

methodology inspired by Thollander et al., (2007) which have been shown to be useful 

for energy audit program evaluation, in a current in-depth evaluation was not 

applicable. The reason was because in company with the size of ITT water & 

wastewater breaking down the energy efficiency activities along with different 

processes was impossible space heating and ventilation were two exceptions to this. 

Second, this in-depth evaluation declared that energy management practices that 

implement in a company under study have many positive results in regard to energy 

efficiency. Energy efficiency has increased by 27 % and 68 % for electricity and 

district heating respectively. Notably, these savings have been achieved in addition to 

the succeeded aim to become oil independent. 

Third, role of the energy manager in the factory to push forward the factory in way of 

energy saving. Almost all of the suggestions of energy savings come from the energy 

manager and it shows important role of energy manager with clear goal and program 

in energy intensive industries. 

Using sensors and sub-metering widely in the factory is one of actions that help to 

better controlling and monitoring every section which is possible automatically 

controlling energy use and reduce it. Also, by documentation all data hourly, weekly, 

monthly and for every year and reporting to employees in different parts, the energy 

manager let all employees to contribute in improvement in the energy savings. The 

sensors help the manager to find out the best cases for investment to have the most 

energy savings and sub-meters the fastest pay-back period. 
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The third insight from the case study is the role of the decision makers in supporting 

energy manager to accomplish as a successful one. Supportive behavior of decision 

makers and giving enough power of action to the energy manager made the factory 

one of the best in Sweden as an energy efficient factory. Obviously, they saved a lot of 

capital as shown in result section.  

It should be noted that apart from energy management practices, a number of other 

factors affect the use of energy in a company such as: type of products manufactured, 

production rates etc. wherefore the stated figures could involve a degree of 

uncertainty. However, the production at the company has been quite stable, year 2009 

being an exception to that, with some decrease in production. As regards products 

manufactures, this has not changed during the analyzed period. 

Although company can be considered the most energy efficient foundry in Sweden but 

they have plan to have new energy saving strategies to reduce energy usage of the 

factory as much as possible. These can improve their energy efficiency and put 

positive effect on their economy and productivity.  

Considering CO2 emission of company it can be resulted that the emission can be 

reduced by decreasing amount of electricity consumption. 

Further research is called upon in this area, both in regard to further empirical studies 

of energy management evaluation, but also more theoretical contributions in this field, 

like determining the relationship between various parameters in more mathematical 

terms.  
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Chapter 12 Suggestions for further work 

In this chapter some questions that have been appeared to the authors during the 

project are presented for further research and improvement energy efficiency of the 

factory. Also, other possibilities for in depth evaluation of the factory have been stated. 

-How much would it be worth for investing on energy efficiency measures? 

-What is the most important intensive factor for implying energy efficiency measures? 

One suggested evaluation possibility is to conduct studies using optimization like 

MIND, e.g. Thollander et al. (2009). 

Also for approaching to more details result for in depth evaluation it is better to be 

involved with another aspects and actors in industry such as different workers, 

decision makers to have an in depth view about energy management practice and role 

of energy manager 

 Finally, studies using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is also suggested as a 

means to spot areas where further improvements can be found. This simulation method 

can be used to better understanding the air flow and temperature field (Rohdin, 2008). 
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Appendix 

Appendix A: Specific energy use  

 

 

Year

 Total 
building 

area(m2)

Heating 
consumption (MWh)

Specific energy 

use(MWh/m2)

1998 88340 10750 0.12
1999 95530 9664 0.10
2000 95988 7947 0.08
2001 96325 9464 0.10
2002 99366 8915 0.09
2003 99597 8880 0.09
2004 101453 6793 0.07
2005 101453 6489 0.06
2006 103168 6636 0.06
2007 104747 6048 0.06
2008 104747 4933 0.05  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: District heating use  
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Appendix B: Ventilation Data 

Table 2: Ventilations data  
Efficiency hxx. UNIT Total time built year Operating time tot. Actual year of installation

from freq. From freq. consumption.kWh

hour hour kWh D/8760
Distribution Center AA13

50% =batteri TA 01 89360.50 1998.80 49175.30 429582.10 10.20
50% =batteri FA 01 89358.60 1998.80 49224.30 330872.00 10.20
60% =plattväxlare TA 02 89362.10 1998.80 46241.40 63876.60 10.20
60% =plattväxlare FA 02 89359.00 1998.80 46291.00 59328.30 10.20
60% =plattväxlare TA 03 89399.90 1998.79 65549.00 32258.10 10.21
60% =plattväxlare FA 03 89401.80 1998.79 65587.50 31805.10 10.21

TF 13 88338.10 1998.92 85560.30 15833.80 10.08
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation AD03

75% =roterande växlare TA 01 60815.30 2002.06 25839.70 151557.10 6.94
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 60818.20 2002.06 25869.10 142547.80 6.94

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation C11
75% =roterande växlare TA 01 54317.20 2002.80 36082.40 230428.40 6.20
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 54320.60 2002.80 36106.40 233380.40 6.20

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation CDEFGHIJ
50% =batteri C12 TA 04 42203.20 2004.18 21733.50 234806.10 4.82
50% C12 FA 04 42202.70 2004.18 21752.30 153641.10 4.82
50% =batteri F12 TA 02 37697.30 2004.70 37696.30 289342.90 4.30
50% =batteri F12 FA 02 37715.30 2004.69 37714.50 283097.20 4.31
75% =roterande växlare C11 TA 11 55800.50 2002.63 36589.10 232812.70 6.37
75% =roterande växlare C11 FA 11 55804.00 2002.63 36613.80 235762.50 6.37
50% =batteri E12 TA 01 12714.00 2007.55 7268.00 51388.00 1.45
50% =batteri E12 FA 01 12715.00 2007.55 7277.00 50713.00 1.45
75% =roterande växlare F12 TA 05 16450.00 2007.12 6458.00 46506.00 1.88
75% =roterande växlare F12 FA 05 16470.00 2007.12 6476.00 28243.00 1.88
50% =batteri E15 TA 05 13956.00 2007.41 6076.00 22254.00 1.59
50% =batteri E15 FA 05 90400.40 1998.68 48850.20 152500.70 10.32

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation ELMOTOR
50% =batteri E42 TA02 54883.10 2002.73 54837.30 639239.00 6.27
50% =batteri E42 FA02 54867.00 2002.74 54857.00 662429.40 6.26
75% =roterande växlare E42 TA 09 45486.70 2003.81 45437.70 193297.00 5.19
75% =roterande växlare E42 FA 09 61240.90 2002.01 37222.40 63982.50 6.99

E42 TF 01 68094.10 2001.23 62547.20 7114.00 7.77
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation N12

50% =batteri TA 01 83646.50 1999.45 58266.00 352748.30 9.55
50% =batteri FA 01 83666.70 1999.45 58378.80 317564.80 9.55
50% =batteri TA 02 85291.90 1999.26 50117.00 633689.50 9.74
50% =batteri FA 02 85314.50 1999.26 50221.40 674840.10 9.74
50% =batteri TA 03 87251.10 1999.04 62545.50 732320.30 9.96
50% =batteri FA 03 87161.60 1999.05 62756.00 935138.30 9.95
60% =plattväxlare TA 07 88514.20 1998.90 84379.80 169146.50 10.10
60% =plattväxlare FA 07 88513.70 1998.90 84380.90 248397.10 10.10

FA 09 84139.20 1999.40 46265.50 116653.90 9.60
50% =batteri TA 08 90652.80 1998.65 40550.80 69591.50 10.35
50% =batteri FA 08 89360.40 1998.80 39370.90 52290.10 10.20
75% =roterande växlare TA 21 80432.30 1999.82 46595.40 515973.30 9.18
75% =roterande växlare FA 21 80432.80 1999.82 46895.00 430915.00 9.18  

 
 



iii 
 

 
Efficiency hxx. UNIT Total time built year Operating time tot. Actual year of installation

from freq. From freq. consumption.kWh

hour hour kWh D/8760
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation P24

75% =roterande växlare P24 TA 01 65165.80 2001.56 65160.30 124377.70 7.44
75% =roterande växlare P24 FA 01 22165.40 2006.47 22165.30 44303.90 2.53

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation Q12
75% =roterande växlare TA 02 81776.30 1999.66 37964.30 295082.10 9.34
75% =roterande växlare FA 02 81776.70 1999.66 38086.50 345491.70 9.34

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T12
50% =batteri TA 01 1:1 68583.20 2001.17 37309.50 174583.10 7.83
50% =batteri TA 01 1:2 67935.90 2001.24 37017.40 148966.30 7.76
50% =batteri TA 01 1:3 68584.80 2001.17 37313.70 137469.60 7.83
50% =batteri TA 02 1:1 72460.80 2000.73 39570.60 96764.00 8.27
50% =batteri TA 02 1:2 72461.20 2000.73 39563.70 100715.20 8.27
50% =batteri TA 02 1:3 72461.60 2000.73 39557.40 126426.50 8.27
50% =batteri TA 03 1:1 61560.00 2001.97 33879.50 80994.70 7.03
50% =batteri TA 03 1:2 80974.50 1999.76 46264.20 103537.20 9.24
50% =batteri TA 03 1:3 80973.20 1999.76 46330.80 65101.00 9.24
50% =batteri TA 04 89037.20 1998.84 44448.00 339126.80 10.16
50% =batteri TA 15 86252.40 1999.15 58103.00 794245.10 9.85
50% =batteri FA 15 23929.20 2006.27 18950.50 358463.90 2.73
50% =batteri TA 16 64125.80 2001.68 64110.10 163332.30 7.32
50% =batteri TA 18 29108.00 2005.68 27511.00 103625.00 3.32
50% =batteri TA 20 80514.40 1999.81 65382.70 60885.40 9.19
50% =batteri FA 20 82226.70 1999.61 67018.50 78232.60 9.39

=batteri FF 29 57045.10 2002.49 32330.50 70344.90 6.51
50% =batteri FF 100 24717.40 2006.18 23882.10 182045.60 2.82

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T21 mixer area
50% =batteri TA 01 65868.50 2001.48 64359.30 846508.30 7.52
50% =batteri FA 01 65811.20 2001.49 65753.10 811047.80 7.51
50% =batteri TA 02 64755.20 2001.61 45431.00 403098.00 7.39
50% =batteri FA 02 64666.80 2001.62 47237.90 535944.50 7.38

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation W05
50% =batteri TA03 82624.40 1999.57 66156.10 711595.40 9.43
50% =batteri FA03 82625.50 1999.57 68076.90 729872.50 9.43

TF 07 76175.20 2000.30 76171.20 13624.10 8.70
TF 08 81116.50 1999.74 80802.70 14938.60 9.26
TF 09 76294.40 2000.29 76294.10 7796.90 8.71

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation U12
FF plasten 92799.00 1998.41 92659.20 22141.90 10.59  

 
 
 



iv 
 

Efficiency hxx. UNIT operating time yearMotor power Flow SFP After Reduction
Hours/year kW m³/s Average flow

F/(D/8760) kW m³/s kW/(m3/s) p2/p1=(q2/q1)3

Distribution Center AA13
50% =batteri TA 01 4820.65 28.00 19.00 1.47 12.89
50% =batteri FA 01 4825.56 20.00 19.00 1.05 13.21
60% =plattväxlare TA 02 4532.96 2.10 1.80 1.17 1.57
60% =plattväxlare FA 02 4537.98 2.30 1.80 1.28 1.48
60% =plattväxlare TA 03 6422.93 0.73 0.64 1.14 0.56
60% =plattväxlare FA 03 6426.57 0.65 0.64 1.02 0.58

TF 13 8484.54 1.08 1.40 0.77 0.78
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation AD03

75% =roterande växlare TA 01 3722.02 10.00 5.03 1.99 4.21
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 3726.08 8.10 4.50 1.80 3.96

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation C11
75% =roterande växlare TA 01 5819.18 10.40 10.00 1.04 8.50
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 5822.69 10.40 10.00 1.04 8.54

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation CDEFGHIJ
50% =batteri C12 TA 04 4511.16 15.70 13.50 1.16 11.92
50% C12 FA 04 4515.12 15.60 13.50 1.16 10.37
50% =batteri F12 TA 02 8759.77 10.20 8.43 1.21 7.67
50% =batteri F12 FA 02 8759.81 7.25 6.30 1.15 6.30
75% =roterande växlare C11 TA 11 5744.04 10.50 6.06 1.73 5.13
75% =roterande växlare C11 FA 11 5747.56 10.60 6.35 1.67 5.38
50% =batteri E12 TA 01 5007.68 8.10 7.90 1.03 7.55
50% =batteri E12 FA 01 5013.49 8.10 8.10 1.00 7.70
75% =roterande växlare F12 TA 05 3439.03 11.20 10.00 1.12 8.63
75% =roterande växlare F12 FA 05 3444.43 19.50 8.40 2.32 5.10
50% =batteri E15 TA 05 3813.83 5.23 3.20 1.63 2.84
50% =batteri E15 FA 05 4733.69 4.98 2.90 1.72 2.48

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation ELMOTOR
50% =batteri E42 TA02 8752.69 12.10 10.40 1.16 10.27
50% =batteri E42 FA02 8758.40 12.60 10.50 1.20 10.35
75% =roterande växlare E42 TA 09 8750.56 5.60 4.70 1.19 4.29
75% =roterande växlare E42 FA 09 5324.35 2.90 2.50 1.16 2.10

E42 TF 01 8046.42 1.47 1.50 0.98 0.64
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation N12

50% =batteri TA 01 6101.99 21.50 14.70 1.46 9.64
50% =batteri FA 01 6112.33 20.70 15.00 1.38 9.61
50% =batteri TA 02 5147.32 21.60 15.30 1.41 12.80
50% =batteri FA 02 5156.68 21.80 16.30 1.34 13.87
50% =batteri TA 03 6279.56 21.40 17.00 1.26 13.91
50% =batteri FA 03 6307.16 21.10 18.50 1.14 16.48
60% =plattväxlare TA 07 8350.83 3.13 2.60 1.20 2.24
60% =plattväxlare FA 07 8350.99 3.73 2.30 1.62 2.13

FA 09 4816.85 4.50 2.70 1.67 2.23
50% =batteri TA 08 3918.52 2.35 2.40 0.98 2.16
50% =batteri FA 08 3859.53 1.18 1.70 0.69 1.77
75% =roterande växlare TA 21 5074.77 19.50 12.10 1.61 10.02
75% =roterande växlare FA 21 5107.37 17.60 11.02 1.60 8.88  
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Efficiency hxx. UNIT operating time yearMotor power Flow SFP After Reduction
Hours/year kW m³/s Average flow

F/(D/8760) kW m³/s kW/(m3/s) p2/p1=(q2/q1)3

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation P24
75% =roterande växlare P24 TA 01 8759.26 4.55 7.90 0.58 5.92
75% =roterande växlare P24 FA 01 8759.96 5.90 8.10 0.73 5.65

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation Q12
75% =roterande växlare TA 02 4066.79 17.80 11.84 1.50 8.99
75% =roterande växlare FA 02 4079.86 16.70 10.20 1.64 8.32

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T12
50% =batteri TA 01 1:1 4765.47 6.81 7.08 0.96 6.25
50% =batteri TA 01 1:2 4773.21 6.80 7.08 0.96 5.95
50% =batteri TA 01 1:3 4765.90 7.25 7.08 1.02 5.65
50% =batteri TA 02 1:1 4783.81 6.20 6.75 0.92 4.95
50% =batteri TA 02 1:2 4782.95 5.90 6.75 0.87 5.10
50% =batteri TA 02 1:3 4782.16 7.52 6.75 1.11 5.08
50% =batteri TA 03 1:1 4821.06 5.90 6.12 0.96 4.53
50% =batteri TA 03 1:2 5004.96 5.90 6.12 0.96 4.43
50% =batteri TA 03 1:3 5012.25 8.50 6.12 1.39 3.36
50% =batteri TA 04 4373.05 19.80 11.89 1.67 8.66
50% =batteri TA 15 5901.08 26.50 8.43 3.14 6.76
50% =batteri FA 15 6937.40 19.60 10.40 1.88 10.28
50% =batteri TA 16 8757.86 6.00 2.63 2.28 1.98
50% =batteri TA 18 8279.39 43.70 28.40 1.54 12.56
50% =batteri TA 20 7113.66 0.55 1.49 0.37 1.78
50% =batteri FA 20 7139.80 2.07 1.53 1.35 1.26

=batteri FF 29 4964.76 3.62 4.03 0.90 3.40
50% =batteri FF 100 8463.96 29.50 17.50 1.69 11.15

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T21 mixer area
50% =batteri TA 01 8559.29 31.00 15.50 2.00 11.65
50% =batteri FA 01 8752.27 28.00 13.00 2.15 9.89
50% =batteri TA 02 6145.85 14.60 12.00 1.22 10.17
50% =batteri FA 02 6399.02 25.00 13.08 1.91 10.05

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation W05
50% =batteri TA03 7014.00 25.50 20.00 1.28 15.00
50% =batteri FA03 7217.55 24.90 20.00 1.25 15.11

TF 07 8759.54 0.75 0.60 1.26 0.37
TF 08 8726.11 0.63 0.58 1.09 0.38
TF 09 8759.97 0.65 0.63 1.04 0.34

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation U12
FF plasten 8746.80 1.80 1.21 1.49 0.62  

 
 



vi 
 

Efficiency hxx. UNIT Actual kWh x 0,6 Not controlled Save kWh/yearv. to
Average power Consumption.kWh/year Kr/year kWh/year kWh/year

O/I kWh/yaer of nstallation Q-O
Distribution Center AA13

50% =batteri TA 01 8.74 42111.89 25267.13 134978.18 92866.29
50% =batteri FA 01 6.72 32436.04 19461.62 96511.11 64075.07
60% =plattväxlare TA 02 1.38 6261.70 3757.02 9519.21 3257.51
60% =plattväxlare FA 02 1.28 5816.04 3489.63 10437.35 4621.30
60% =plattväxlare TA 03 0.49 3160.86 1896.52 4688.74 1527.87
60% =plattväxlare FA 03 0.48 3116.41 1869.85 4177.27 1060.86

TF 13 0.19 1570.15 942.09 9163.30 7593.15
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation AD03

75% =roterande växlare TA 01 5.87 21830.69 13098.42 37220.20 15389.51
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 5.51 20531.99 12319.19 30181.23 9649.24

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation C11
75% =roterande växlare TA 01 6.39 37162.31 22297.39 60519.52 23357.21
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 6.46 37636.04 22581.62 60555.99 22919.94

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation CDEFGHIJ
50% =batteri C12 TA 04 10.80 48738.04 29242.83 70825.24 22087.19
50% C12 FA 04 7.06 31891.23 19134.74 70435.83 38544.60
50% =batteri F12 TA 02 7.68 67236.75 40342.05 89349.63 22112.88
50% =batteri F12 FA 02 7.51 65753.99 39452.39 131400.00 65646.01
75% =roterande växlare C11 TA 11 6.36 36548.76 21929.26 60312.46 23763.70
75% =roterande växlare C11 FA 11 6.44 37009.52 22205.71 60924.15 23914.62
50% =batteri E12 TA 01 7.07 35406.55 21243.93 40562.23 5155.68
50% =batteri E12 FA 01 6.97 34938.72 20963.23 40609.27 5670.54
75% =roterande växlare F12 TA 05 7.20 24765.51 14859.30 38517.16 13751.66
75% =roterande växlare F12 FA 05 4.36 15021.78 9013.07 67166.38 52144.60
50% =batteri E15 TA 05 3.66 13968.55 8381.13 19946.31 5977.76
50% =batteri E15 FA 05 3.12 14777.66 8866.59 23573.79 8796.13

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation ELMOTOR
50% =batteri E42 TA02 11.66 102030.20 61218.12 105907.55 3877.35
50% =batteri E42 FA02 12.08 105762.69 63457.61 110355.88 4593.19
75% =roterande växlare E42 TA 09 4.25 37225.86 22335.52 49003.16 11777.29
75% =roterande växlare E42 FA 09 1.72 9152.16 5491.30 15440.63 6288.46

E42 TF 01 0.11 915.18 549.11 11828.23 10913.05
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation N12

50% =batteri TA 01 6.05 36942.07 22165.24 131192.80 94250.73
50% =batteri FA 01 5.44 33249.40 19949.64 126525.18 93275.78
50% =batteri TA 02 12.64 65083.79 39050.27 111182.17 46098.38
50% =batteri FA 02 13.44 69291.85 41575.11 112415.60 43123.75
50% =batteri TA 03 11.71 73524.87 44114.92 134382.60 60857.73
50% =batteri FA 03 14.90 93984.18 56390.51 133081.17 39096.99
60% =plattväxlare TA 07 2.00 16739.95 10043.97 26138.10 9398.15
60% =plattväxlare FA 07 2.94 24583.30 14749.98 31149.18 6565.88

FA 09 2.52 12145.21 7287.13 21675.82 9530.61
50% =batteri TA 08 1.72 6724.80 4034.88 9208.53 2483.73
50% =batteri FA 08 1.33 5126.00 3075.60 4554.24 -571.75
75% =roterande växlare TA 21 11.07 56195.41 33717.25 98958.08 42762.67
75% =roterande växlare FA 21 9.19 46931.29 28158.78 89889.74 42958.45  

 



vii 
 

 
Efficiency hxx. UNIT Actual kWh x 0,6 Not controlled Save kWh/yearv. tot.

Average power Consumption.kWh/year Kr/year kWh/year kWh/year

O/I kWh/yaer of nstallation Q-O
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation P24

75% =roterande växlare P24 TA 01 1.91 16719.64 10031.78 39854.64 23135.00
75% =roterande växlare P24 FA 01 2.00 17509.37 10505.62 51683.77 34174.40

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation Q12
75% =roterande växlare TA 02 7.77 31609.64 18965.78 72388.91 40779.27
75% =roterande växlare FA 02 9.07 37009.41 22205.65 68133.71 31124.31

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T12
50% =batteri TA 01 1:1 4.68 22299.16 13379.50 32452.85 10153.69
50% =batteri TA 01 1:2 4.02 19208.47 11525.08 32457.84 13249.37
50% =batteri TA 01 1:3 3.68 17558.32 10534.99 34552.74 16994.43
50% =batteri TA 02 1:1 2.45 11698.09 7018.85 29659.60 17961.52
50% =batteri TA 02 1:2 2.55 12175.69 7305.41 28219.38 16043.69
50% =batteri TA 02 1:3 3.20 15283.90 9170.34 35961.83 20677.92
50% =batteri TA 03 1:1 2.39 11525.56 6915.34 28444.25 16918.69
50% =batteri TA 03 1:2 2.24 11200.88 6720.53 29529.28 18328.40
50% =batteri TA 03 1:3 1.41 7042.88 4225.73 42604.11 35561.23
50% =batteri TA 04 7.63 33365.28 20019.17 86586.47 53221.19
50% =batteri TA 15 13.67 80665.43 48399.26 156378.61 75713.18
50% =batteri FA 15 18.92 131226.44 78735.86 135973.00 4746.56
50% =batteri TA 16 2.55 22312.25 13387.35 52547.13 30234.88
50% =batteri TA 18 3.77 31185.76 18711.45 361809.16 330623.40
50% =batteri TA 20 0.93 6624.36 3974.61 15650.80 9026.44
50% =batteri FA 20 1.17 8334.49 5000.69 14779.38 6444.89

=batteri FF 29 2.18 10802.35 6481.41 17972.43 7170.07
50% =batteri FF 100 7.62 64518.09 38710.85 249686.95 185168.86

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T21 mixer area
50% =batteri TA 01 13.15 112579.04 67547.43 265337.93 152758.89
50% =batteri FA 01 12.33 107956.98 64774.19 245063.46 137106.47
50% =batteri TA 02 8.87 54530.58 32718.35 89729.37 35198.79
50% =batteri FA 02 11.35 72600.99 43560.60 159975.44 87374.45

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation W05
50% =batteri TA03 10.76 75444.73 45266.84 178856.97 103412.24
50% =batteri FA03 10.72 77381.48 46428.89 179716.98 102335.51

TF 07 0.18 1566.75 940.05 6569.66 5002.91
TF 08 0.18 1613.26 967.96 5497.45 3884.19
TF 09 0.10 895.23 537.14 5693.98 4798.75

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation U12
FF plasten 0.24 2090.14 1254.08 15744.25 13654.10  



viii 
 

 
Efficiency hxx. UNIT Saving Savings (kWh/yr) Savings (kWh total) Save money. Kr Converter Costs 

Kr/year flow reduction(heat) Total. SEK

from table
Distribution Center AA13

50% =batteri TA 01 55719.78 434646.65 4433817.60 568395.78 21420.00
50% =batteri FA 01 38445.04 412057.46 4203296.54 392168.40 18411.00
60% =plattväxlare TA 02 1954.50 15679.27 159946.59 19938.20 6035.00
60% =plattväxlare FA 02 2772.78 21333.40 217617.69 28284.60 6035.00
60% =plattväxlare TA 03 916.72 7466.16 76195.64 9355.60 4607.00
60% =plattväxlare FA 03 636.51 5643.08 57591.48 6496.07 4607.00

TF 13 4555.89 77888.12 785443.92 45942.79 4607.00
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation AD03

75% =roterande växlare TA 01 9233.70 44982.04 312282.70 64103.94 11101.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 5789.54 29796.90 206871.45 40195.15 8857.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation C11
75% =roterande växlare TA 01 14014.33 128748.21 798315.33 86897.14 11101.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 13751.97 125884.60 780608.10 85275.70 11101.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation CDEFGHIJ
50% =batteri C12 TA 04 13252.32 105196.77 506808.25 63845.91 12580.00
50% C12 FA 04 23126.76 208656.93 1005238.12 111416.87 12580.00
50% =batteri F12 TA 02 13267.73 98467.80 423740.90 57095.62 11101.00
50% =batteri F12 FA 02 39387.61 0.00 0.00 169579.38 8857.00
75% =roterande växlare C11 TA 11 14258.22 78932.60 502794.37 90823.71 11101.00
75% =roterande växlare C11 FA 11 14348.77 82390.38 524853.03 91406.27 11101.00
50% =batteri E12 TA 01 3093.41 25843.94 37509.12 4489.68 8857.00
50% =batteri E12 FA 01 3402.32 29280.80 42500.61 4938.42 8857.00
75% =roterande växlare F12 TA 05 8250.99 69424.16 130368.44 15494.16 11101.00
75% =roterande växlare F12 FA 05 31286.76 167705.31 315308.96 58823.40 15742.00
50% =batteri E15 TA 05 3586.66 20150.35 32102.55 5714.09 7973.00
50% =batteri E15 FA 05 5277.68 29183.60 301165.42 54463.98 7973.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation ELMOTOR
50% =batteri E42 TA02 2326.41 16584.45 103904.77 14575.40 12580.00
50% =batteri E42 FA02 2755.92 19080.97 119510.89 17261.28 12580.00
75% =roterande växlare E42 TA 09 7066.37 53099.70 275722.60 36692.47 7973.00
75% =roterande växlare E42 FA 09 3773.08 31404.14 219545.39 26377.48 6630.00

E42 TF 01 6547.83 102172.90 794220.54 50898.23 5151.00
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation N12

50% =batteri TA 01 56550.44 455817.55 4352459.24 539982.42 18411.00
50% =batteri FA 01 55965.47 486090.24 4642644.56 534525.82 18411.00
50% =batteri TA 02 27659.03 189854.16 1848518.45 269302.62 18411.00
50% =batteri FA 02 25874.25 184633.53 1798164.03 251991.85 18411.00
50% =batteri TA 03 36514.64 286684.55 2855427.23 363692.04 18411.00
50% =batteri FA 03 23458.20 188367.52 1874248.24 233407.98 18411.00
60% =plattväxlare TA 07 5638.89 44193.67 446548.79 56977.36 7021.00
60% =plattväxlare FA 07 3939.53 21489.96 217141.04 39806.19 7021.00

FA 09 5718.37 33676.54 323460.84 54924.51 7973.00
50% =batteri TA 08 1490.24 13795.10 142758.54 15421.73 6630.00
50% =batteri FA 08 -343.05 -3890.10 -39682.72 -3499.46 4607.00
75% =roterande växlare TA 21 25657.60 155659.46 1429229.31 235582.20 18411.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 21 25775.07 161665.23 1484382.07 236662.20 15742.00  



ix 
 

 
Efficiency hxx. UNIT Saving Savings (kWh/yr) Savings (kWh total) Save money. Kr Converter Costs 

Kr/year flow reduction(heat) Total. SEK

from table
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation P24

75% =roterande växlare P24 TA 01 13881.00 256555.29 1908519.50 103261.00 7973.00
75% =roterande växlare P24 FA 01 20504.64 316953.93 801987.53 51882.82 8857.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation Q12
75% =roterande växlare TA 02 24467.56 171373.63 1599806.09 228409.46 15742.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 02 18674.58 112965.05 1054555.82 174331.71 15742.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T12
50% =batteri TA 01 1:1 6092.21 58497.18 457982.15 47696.76 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 01 1:2 7949.62 79950.65 620036.44 61651.21 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 01 1:3 10196.66 100518.78 786993.19 79832.84 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 02 1:1 10776.91 126977.99 1050334.11 89144.23 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 02 1:2 9626.21 116344.53 962381.74 79626.38 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 02 1:3 12406.75 118130.48 977160.23 102627.09 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 03 1:1 10151.21 113139.80 795078.35 71336.61 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 03 1:2 10997.04 124731.69 1152977.90 101652.95 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 03 1:3 21336.74 204130.27 1886881.38 197226.48 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 04 31932.72 208809.71 2122355.22 324566.16 12580.00
50% =batteri TA 15 45427.91 145260.60 1430259.77 447290.64 11101.00
50% =batteri FA 15 2847.93 12526.23 34217.21 7779.54 18411.00
50% =batteri TA 16 18140.93 84370.32 617615.81 132796.98 8857.00
50% =batteri TA 18 198374.04 1936299.78 6433997.04 659163.42 31059.00
50% =batteri TA 20 5415.87 -29985.37 -275599.77 49777.99 4607.00
50% =batteri FA 20 3866.94 28001.37 262837.92 36297.42 6035.00

=batteri FF 29 4302.04 46027.41 299730.42 28014.91 7021.00
50% =batteri FF 100 111101.32 793134.07 2237923.75 313485.81 21420.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T21 mixer area
50% =batteri TA 01 91655.33 486345.05 3656942.80 689178.00 25449.00
50% =batteri FA 01 82263.88 401209.50 3014164.26 618023.40 21420.00
50% =batteri TA 02 21119.27 166359.42 1229753.16 156116.76 12580.00
50% =batteri FA 02 52424.67 285781.13 2109651.94 387001.80 21420.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation W05
50% =batteri TA03 62047.34 517268.24 4878878.73 585231.09 21420.00
50% =batteri FA03 61401.31 521304.14 4917010.89 579145.39 21420.00

TF 07 3001.75 29200.12 253918.35 26102.58 4607.00
TF 08 2330.51 24911.11 230673.76 21580.26 4607.00
TF 09 2879.25 37347.33 325273.08 25076.56 4607.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation U12
FF plasten 8192.46 76155.83 806756.24 86786.80 6035.00  



x 
 

Efficiency hxx. UNIT Additional Costs Tot. Inv. Cost Heat capacity of exchanged heat by exhust
SEK SEK exhust air(kW)  air from installation

from data q*ρ*Cair*ΔT*0.001 kW*hour
Distribution Center AA13

50% =batteri TA 01 15000.00 36420.00
50% =batteri FA 01 15000.00 33411.00 81.23 3994498.29
60% =plattväxlare TA 02 15000.00 21035.00
60% =plattväxlare FA 02 15000.00 21035.00 12.11 560207.88
60% =plattväxlare TA 03 15000.00 19607.00
60% =plattväxlare FA 03 15000.00 19607.00 4.75 311165.29

TF 13 30000.00 34607.00
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation AD03

75% =roterande växlare TA 01 15000.00 26101.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 15000.00 23857.00 40.46 1045471.98

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation C11
75% =roterande växlare TA 01 15000.00 26101.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 15000.00 26101.00 87.25 3148027.18

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation CDEFGHIJ
50% =batteri C12 TA 04 15000.00 27580.00
50% C12 FA 04 15000.00 27580.00 70.66 1535693.99
50% =batteri F12 TA 02 15000.00 26101.00
50% =batteri F12 FA 02 15000.00 23857.00 42.93 1618353.05
75% =roterande växlare C11 TA 11 15000.00 26101.00
75% =roterande växlare C11 FA 11 15000.00 26101.00 54.98 2011704.64
50% =batteri E12 TA 01 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri E12 FA 01 15000.00 23857.00 52.50 381577.72
75% =roterande växlare F12 TA 05 15000.00 26101.00
75% =roterande växlare F12 FA 05 15000.00 30742.00 52.14 336751.22
50% =batteri E15 TA 05 15000.00 22973.00
50% =batteri E15 FA 05 15000.00 22973.00 16.92 102780.19

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation ELMOTOR
50% =batteri E42 TA02 15000.00 27580.00
50% =batteri E42 FA02 15000.00 27580.00 70.55 3868576.41
75% =roterande växlare E42 TA 09 15000.00 22973.00
75% =roterande växlare E42 FA 09 15000.00 21630.00 21.47 975536.66

E42 TF 01 30000.00 35151.00
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation N12

50% =batteri TA 01 15000.00 33411.00
50% =batteri FA 01 15000.00 33411.00 65.50 3816537.55
50% =batteri TA 02 15000.00 33411.00
50% =batteri FA 02 15000.00 33411.00 94.55 4738365.66
50% =batteri TA 03 15000.00 33411.00
50% =batteri FA 03 15000.00 33411.00 112.28 7022604.20
60% =plattväxlare TA 07 15000.00 22021.00
60% =plattväxlare FA 07 15000.00 22021.00 17.38 1466719.34

FA 09 30000.00 37973.00
50% =batteri TA 08 15000.00 21630.00
50% =batteri FA 08 15000.00 19607.00 12.05 488636.53
75% =roterande växlare TA 21 15000.00 33411.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 21 15000.00 30742.00 90.72 4227284.18  



xi 
 

 
Efficiency hxx. UNIT Additional Costs Tot. Inv. Cost Heat capacity of exchanged heat by exhust

SEK SEK exhust air(kW)  air from installation

from data q*ρ*Cair*ΔT*0.001 kW*hour
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation P24

75% =roterande växlare P24 TA 01 15000.00 22973.00
75% =roterande växlare P24 FA 01 15000.00 23857.00 57.74 3762317.89

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation Q12
75% =roterande växlare TA 02 15000.00 30742.00
75% =roterande växlare FA 02 15000.00 30742.00 85.09 3230272.80

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T12
50% =batteri TA 01 1:1 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 01 1:2 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 01 1:3 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 02 1:1 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 02 1:2 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 02 1:3 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 03 1:1 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 03 1:2 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 03 1:3 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 04 15000.00 27580.00
50% =batteri TA 15 15000.00 26101.00
50% =batteri FA 15 15000.00 33411.00 70.04 4069370.78
50% =batteri TA 16 15000.00 23857.00
50% =batteri TA 18 15000.00 46059.00
50% =batteri TA 20 15000.00 19607.00
50% =batteri FA 20 15000.00 21035.00 8.62 563307.38

=batteri FF 29 15000.00 22021.00 0.00
50% =batteri FF 100 15000.00 36420.00 75.99 2456832.73

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T21 mixer area
50% =batteri TA 01 15000.00 40449.00
50% =batteri FA 01 15000.00 36420.00 67.42 4339417.12
50% =batteri TA 02 15000.00 27580.00
50% =batteri FA 02 15000.00 36420.00 68.52 3112706.33

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation W05
50% =batteri TA03 15000.00 36420.00
50% =batteri FA03 15000.00 36420.00 102.94 6810387.63

TF 07 30000.00 34607.00
TF 08 30000.00 34607.00
TF 09 30000.00 34607.00

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation U12
FF plasten 30000.00 36035.00  



xii 
 

Efficiency hxx. UNIT exchange heat /year VXX. Energy saving

kWh/year .6*AA
Distribution Center AA13

50% =batteri TA 01
50% =batteri FA 01 391588.55 2396698.97
60% =plattväxlare TA 02
60% =plattväxlare FA 02 54918.04 336124.73
60% =plattväxlare TA 03
60% =plattväxlare FA 03 30489.41 186699.17

TF 13
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation AD03

75% =roterande växlare TA 01
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 150585.43 627283.19

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation C11
75% =roterande växlare TA 01
75% =roterande växlare FA 01 507665.93 1888816.31

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation CDEFGHIJ
50% =batteri C12 TA 04
50% C12 FA 04 318763.48 921416.39
50% =batteri F12 TA 02
50% =batteri F12 FA 02 375889.17 971011.83
75% =roterande växlare C11 TA 11
75% =roterande växlare C11 FA 11 315793.36 1207022.79
50% =batteri E12 TA 01
50% =batteri E12 FA 01 262887.99 228946.63
75% =roterande växlare F12 TA 05
75% =roterande växlare F12 FA 05 179109.94 202050.73
50% =batteri E15 TA 05
50% =batteri E15 FA 05 9959.63 61668.11

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation ELMOTOR
50% =batteri E42 TA02
50% =batteri E42 FA02 617652.31 2321145.85
75% =roterande växlare E42 TA 09
75% =roterande växlare E42 FA 09 139542.38 585322.00

E42 TF 01
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation N12

50% =batteri TA 01
50% =batteri FA 01 399595.88 2289922.53
50% =batteri TA 02
50% =batteri FA 02 486530.23 2843019.40
50% =batteri TA 03
50% =batteri FA 03 705792.61 4213562.52
60% =plattväxlare TA 07
60% =plattväxlare FA 07 145157.88 880031.60

FA 09
50% =batteri TA 08
50% =batteri FA 08 47901.04 293181.92
75% =roterande växlare TA 21
75% =roterande växlare FA 21 460396.87 2536370.51  
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Efficiency hxx. UNIT exchange heat /year VXX. Energy saving

kWh/year .6*AA
Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation P24

75% =roterande växlare P24 TA 01
75% =roterande växlare P24 FA 01 1486907.74 2257390.73

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation Q12
75% =roterande växlare TA 02
75% =roterande växlare FA 02 346029.98 1938163.68

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T12
50% =batteri TA 01 1:1
50% =batteri TA 01 1:2
50% =batteri TA 01 1:3
50% =batteri TA 02 1:1
50% =batteri TA 02 1:2
50% =batteri TA 02 1:3
50% =batteri TA 03 1:1
50% =batteri TA 03 1:2
50% =batteri TA 03 1:3
50% =batteri TA 04
50% =batteri TA 15
50% =batteri FA 15 1489714.99 2441622.47
50% =batteri TA 16
50% =batteri TA 18
50% =batteri TA 20
50% =batteri FA 20 60011.80 337984.43

=batteri FF 29 0.00 0.00
50% =batteri FF 100 870716.77 1474099.64

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation T21 mixer area
50% =batteri TA 01
50% =batteri FA 01 577611.32 2603650.27
50% =batteri TA 02
50% =batteri FA 02 421658.52 1867623.80

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation W05
50% =batteri TA03
50% =batteri FA03 722040.96 4086232.58

TF 07
TF 08
TF 09

Inventering frekvensomformare ventilation U12
FF plasten  


